INTRODUCTION
Positron computed tomography (peT) is a tech nique that permits both the tomographic delineation measurement of fu nctional processes in the human brain. This is analogous to measurements in animals of local tissue radioactivity concentrations with autoradiography or by excision of tissue samples. However, with PCT, this measurement is per formed noninvasively using external radiation de tection and mathematical image reconstruction techniques.
Some of the labeled compounds used in PCT are analogous to those commonly used in animal studies. For example , carbon-14, which is not de tectable externally , is substituted with the positron emitting isotope carbon-II. There is no positron emitting isotope of hydrogen, but fluorine-18 is used as a substitute for hydrogen because of its strong carbon-fluorine bond (109 kcal) and because its similar size produces minimal changes in steric hin drance. However, its difference in electro negativity can produce effects different from those produced by hydrogen. The use of nitrogen-13 and oxygen-15 is unique to PCT. Thus, the positron-emitting isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine can be used to label a wide variety of substrates, metabolites, drugs , and other biologically active compounds or their analogs without disrupting their chemical or biochemical properties. Together with the quantitative measurement properties of PCT and tracer kinetic models, this provides unique ways of measuring local biochemical processes in the human brain.
PCT requires effective integration of a number of technologies to provide estimates of local physio logical or biochemical processes. First, the tomo graph must be capable of perfo rming analytical measurements of local tissue radioactivity concen trations noninvasively in man. Second, labeled com pounds that trace a physiological process in a known and predictable manner are required. Third, tracer kinetic models must be used that describe the process under study and allow the calculation of the rate of the process within the limitations of the type of data provided by PCT. Each of these areas will be discussed in this paper with specific examples. Since the technique provides more than tomo graphic images, it has been referred to as physio logical tomography (PT) to denote the specific type of information provided (Phelps et aI. , 1977a) . Due to the relatively early stage of development of PT , applications will be primarily limited to those areas in which the number of investigations performed is ., sufficient to provide reasonable prospectives or to illustrate unique fe atures of the method. 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF PCT
The development of positron and single photon computed tomography (CT) has involved the effo rts of many investigators. Positron imaging was first suggested in 1951 by Wrenn et ai. and Brownell, as reported by Sweet (1951) . The first successful posi tron scanner was described by Brownell and Sweet in 1953 (also Burham and Brownell in 1972) . In 1959, Anger described his version of a positron im aging device using the scintillation camera (Anger and Rosenthal, 1959) . These systems were designed and used for two-dimensional imaging of positron radionuclide distributions in the human body.
Transverse-section imaging with positrons was fi rst described in 1962 (Rankowitz et aI., 1962 ; Robertson and Neil, 1962 ) with a circular array of 32 NaI(Tl) detectors for studies of the brain. They used linear superposition of back projections (i.e., simple back projection) for fo rmation of trans verse-section images ( Fig. 1 ; blurring tomography). Similarly, Kuhl and Edwards (1963) were de veloping the concept of transverse-and longitu dinal-section scanning with single-photon emitting radionuclides. Anger (1973) , Muehllehner and Wet zel (1971) , Todd-Pokropek (1972) , Bowley et ai. (1973) , Tanaka (1973) , and Burham and Brow nell (1972) also investigated and developed tech niques for performing emission tomography. All these approaches were limited by problems en countered from inadequate mathematical recon struction algorithms (i.e., none were CT ap proaches) , computational hardware and number of angular views, and image distortions resulting from photon attenuation and statistical limitations. These approaches employed many of the principles of fo cal plane or blurring tomography originally devel oped for x-ray techniques by Bocage in the 1930s (Littleton et aI. , 1963) .
In 1973 , Kuhl et al. presented a paper on quan titative section scanning in which they employed multiplicative correction factors applied to orthog onal scan profiles in an effo rt to compensate for the blUlTing present in their section scanning. Although this algorithm was not a true CT algorithm by pres ent day standards, it provided an improvement in tomographic resolution (i.e., contrast enhance ment). This, together with attenuation corrections and normalization from assuming the head was sim ilar to a uniform cyclinder of activity , allowed the section-scan measurement of cerebral blood volume with technetium-99m-Iabeled red blood cells (Kuhl et aI ., 1975) using a model previously developed by Phelps et aI. (1973b) . In 1976, Kuhl et aI . published an article on the Mark IV scanner, which consisted of a square array of 32 NaI(Tl) detectors employing an exact CT reconstruction algorithm . In 1974, Budinger and Gullberg, and in 1975, Kay and Keyes, published articles describing the feasibility of single -photon CT with rotating scintillation cam eras .
The first positron computed tomograph was de veloped by Phelps et aI . (1975a,b) (Ter-Pogossian et aI ., 1975) . This system was referred to as the PETT IP (positron emission trans axial tomog raphy) . The PETT II consisted of a hexagonal array of NaI(Tl) detectors connected in coinci dence between bank pairs . It utilized a Fourier based CT algorithm, proper sampling, and an exact attenuation correction . This system was used to de velop the principles of PCT and for phantom and animal studies with llCO-hemoglobin, N-13 ammo nia and fluorine-18 (Phelps et aI., 1975a,b; Ter Pogossian et aI ., 1975 , these in vestigators published results from the first whole body PCT (PETT III) that was developed for human studies (Phelps et aI., 1975b; Hoffman et aI ., 1976; Phelps et al., 1976a,b) . This system was subsequently redesigned by Phelps et aI. (1978a) and commercial ly produced by EG&G/ORTEC as the ECAT .
PCT was developed because it offers a number of unique features . In addition to the advantages of chemical synthesis and physiological integrity of compounds labeled with such radionuclides as oxygen-15, nitrogen-13, carbon-ll, and fluorine-18, 1 PETT I employed conventional lead collimeters . technique. Reprinted with permis sion (Phelps et aI., 1982) .
the properties of positron decay are well suited to the requirements of CT . In positron decay, the posi tron annihilates with an electron to emit two 511 ke V photons 1800 apart . This allows the use of an elec tronic form of photon collimation by recording si multaneous detection of these photons in opposing detectors (Fig . 2) . This is referred to as annihilation coincidence detection (ACD) (Phelps et aI ., 1975a) . ACD provides uniform and high spatial resolution, high detection efficiency, and simultaneous collec tion of linear and angular data (Fig . 2) . This coq trasts with the conventional use of lead collimators, in which spatial resolution varies significantly with distance, the detector can only collect data from one region at a time, and efficiency decreases as the square of the collimator resolution . ACD also pro vides exact or near-exact methods for photon atten uation and a high degree of geometric discrimina- tion against scattered radiation, factors which re duce quantification and can produce artifacts in CT. Cho et ai. (1976) subsequently developed a cir cular ring PCT system employing 64 NaI(Tl) de tectors. Circular ring PCT systems have also been developed by Bohm et ai. (1978) (first systems to incorporate the wobble motion to improve sampling in circular tomographs), by Derenzo et ai. (1979) , and by Yamamoto et ai. (1977) , who converted the original tomograph of Rankowitz et ai. (1962) to a true PCT system and modified the design to become the first system employing bismuth germanate (BGO) detectors (Thompson et aI., 1979) as origi nally suggested by Cho et ai. (1977) .
The first PCT systems with simultaneous multiple-plane capability were the dual-headed positron camera of Brownell et ai. (1977) and the rotating scintillation camera system of Muehllehner et ai. (1976) . Multiple-layer circumferential PCT systems have been developed by Ter-Pogossian et ai. (1978a,b) in the form of the hexagonal, 7-image plane, NaI(Tl) detector, PETT IV for whole body studies, and the circular 7-image plane, NaI(Tl) detector, PETT V for the brain. In conjunction with EG&G/ORTEC, Phelps and Hoffman developed the 5-image plane NeuroECAT with BGO detectors (Hoffman et aI., 1981; Phelps et aI., 1981b; Williams et aI., 1981) . Ter-Pogossian et ai. (1981) have de veloped a multiplane circular array with individ ual detectors of cesium fluoride (CsF) as originally proposed by Alemand et ai. (1980) . A small-diam eter, 5-detector plane (9-image planes) circular PCT with small BGO detectors is being developed by Brooks et ai. (1980) . Circular ring BGO systems are also being developed by Eriksson et ai. (1982) with Scanditronix, and by Carroll et ai. (1979) of the Cyclotron Corporation. A circular ring system with 64 BGO detectors has been developed by Nori mas a et ai. (1980) , and a hybrid (PCT and single photon CT) circular tomograph with 64 NaI(Tl) detectors has been developed by Kanno et ai. (1981) . Other PCT systems using BGO detectors are being developed commercially by Hitachi and Shimaelzu Siesakusho in Japan and by AECL in Canada.
The principles of PCT and systems that have been developed are reviewed in detail elsewhere (Phelps et aI., 1975a; Brooks and Di Chiro, 1976; Budinger et al., 1977; Phelps, 1977; Ter-Pogossian et al., 1977; Ter-Pogossian, 1981) , and it is obvious that peT system design has involved a variety of different strategies. However, some concepts of PCT system J Cereb Blood Flow Metabol, Vol. 2, No. 2, 1982 design have achieved general acceptance. Cir cumferential designs employing hexagonal, octa gonal, or circular geometries are preferred because they maximize efficiency in the image plane. This is a key factor, since-whether or not a system has single or multiple planes-the minimum imaging time is determined by the time required to gather sufficient data for a single plane (Phelps et aI., 1979a) . Sodium iodide detectors have been replaced with either BGO or CsF detectors. The advantage of BGO is its capability of providing high spatial resolution and efficiency (Phelps et aI., 1982) while CsF has a short decay time, which can be used to reduce image noise through the use of time-of-flight measurements (Ter-Pogossian et al., 1981) . Although there are different system design approaches, a properly designed PCT scanner can provide ana lytical measurements of local tissue radioactivity concentrations to allow use of tracer kinetic tech niques.
The NeuroECAT developed by Phelps and Hoffman in conjunction with EG&G/ORTEC is shown in Fig. 3 as an example of a present day PCT system, and is described in detail elsewhere (Hoffman et aI., 1981; Phelps et aI., 1981b; Williams et aI., 1981) . This system consists of 3 octagonal rings of BGO detectors providing 5 tomographic image planes. The intrinsic in-plane detector reso lution is 7.4 ± 0.1 mm and 9.4 ± 0.1 mm across the 30-cm image field in the high and low resolution modes, respectively, with corresponding typical image resolutions that are selectable from 8.3 to 9.3 mm and from 10.4 to 12 mm, depending upon the reconstruction filter used, The axial resolution is 13.4 mm or 15.4 mm, depending on whether the interplane septa are inserted (3-image plane mode) or retracted (5-image plane mode). Studies of the whole brain are performed by serially recording sets of 3 or 5 planes. The system provides standard two-dimensional (anteroposterior and lateral) and tomographic images (Fig. 16 ).
LABELED COMPOUNDS
The primary positron-emitting radionuclides used in biological studies are oxygen-15 (t 1 /2, 2 min), nitrogen-1 3 (t1l2, 10 min) , carbon-II (t1/2, 20 min) , krypton-77 (t I /2, 1.2 h) , and fluorine-18 (t1l2 , 1.7 h) . However, there are also positron emitting isotopes of gallium, rubidium, bromine , phosphorous, iron, copper, and many others. Potential use of these ra dionuclides must be considered in light of the method and radiochemical purity of production, dosimetry , chemical preparation of the labeled compound, and the half-life .
A partial list of the more pertinent positron labeled compounds that have been synthesized to date is shown in the preparations , radiochemical yields, specific ac tivities (i.e., mCiJmass of compound) , and purity of these and other compounds is provided elsewhere (Welch and Tewson, 1979; Wolf and Fowler, 1979; Wolf, 1981) . The preparation of positron-labeled compounds is greatly aided by the types of labeled precursors that exist (Table 2) for employing or ganic and biosynthetic techniques. It is apparent that there are a substantial number of labeled compounds for the measurement of a variety of physiological variables . However, the problem of actually achieving these measurements is much more complex and requires careful selection of the labeled compound, the use of tracer kinetic models within the limitations imposed by PCT studies in human subjects, and parameter estima tion techniques in the complex environment of a biological system.
TRACER KINETIC MODELS
There are numerous variables that one would like to measure in determining local fu nction of the brain. The primary variables of interest would be cerebral blood flow (CBF) and the cerebral meta- -13  Carbon-II   O2, H20, CO2, CO  NO, N02, N20, N03-, CN-, NH3   Fluorine-18   CO2, CO, CN-, CH20, CHa!' CH30H, C2H2,  C,H4 , C2H 5 0H, CH3COOH, NH2CONH,  F2 , F-, (C2H 5 ) bolic rates fo r oxygen (CMR02) and glucose (CMRGlc) , since they normally form the supply demand basis of local fu nction in the brain. During normal fu nction of the brain, CMRGlc and CMR02 are related by a relatively constant stoichiometric relationship (Sokoloff, 1976 (Sokoloff, , 1981 and CBF is de termined by metabolic demand (i.e. , metabolic regulation of flow or flow-metabolism coupling). Thus, it would appear that the measurement of any one of these variables would be a sufficient indi cator of fu nction. However, changes in CBF can occur from changes in systemic PaC02 without any changes necessarily occurring in cerebral fu nction (Reivich, 1964) . This PaC02 sensitivity of CBF is believed to be part of the mechanism of metabolic regulation of CBF. For example , increases and de creases in cerebral metabolism are associated with corresponding changes in CO2 levels in the brain that signal changes in delivery to meet demand. However, changes in systemic PaC02, which pro duce changes in cerebral CO2 content and pH, can produce changes in CBF that are not necessarily related to changes in cerebral function. Changes in arterial blood pressure do not normally produce changes in CBF (autoregulation response) unless they are extreme (Haggendal , 1965; Harper and Glass, 1965) . Severe changes in arterial blood pres sure do , however, alter the response of CBF to changes in CO2 tension (i.e. , increases and de creases in arterial blood pressure produce increases and decreases in the rate of change in CBF with PaC02 (Harper and Glass, 1965» . The PaC02 -CBF relationship results in CBF being a somewhat volatile variable for measurement of cerebral fu nction. However, it should be noted that PaC02-induced alterations in CBF are global , and changes in relative distribution of CBF would be considered to reflect changes in distribution of fu nction. Changes in PaC02 are also known to pro duce changes in the amount of exogenous glucose 1982 utilized in the brain, but these effects appear to be subtle and slower than the effects on CBF.
Where CBF and metabolism are reasonably coupled in normal states of brain fu nction, this is not the case in abnormal states, where CBF, CMR02, and CMRGlc can be uncoupled. This un coupling can be exhibited in many different ways , such as luxury perfusion (CBF greater than meta bolic demand) (Lassen, 1966) , steal phenomenon (blood being shunted to lower resistance areas of the brain) , changes in aerobic-anaerobic metabo lism, and the use of alternative substrates (e.g. , ketones, amino acids).
Thus, it would appear that there is a need to de velop methods for assessing CBF, CMR02, and CMRGlc to provide specific characterization and understanding of altered states of cerebral fu nction. In addition, one would like to evaluate specific changes in other processes such as (1) blood -brain barrier transport, (2) cell membrane transport, (3) the distribution of the various receptors involved in excitation or inhibition, and (4) protein synthesis for evaluation of structural degeneration, regeneration, reorganization, or other protein synthesis require ments of cerebral fu nction. One's expectations will, however, be limited by practical considerations , which will dictate what measurements are fe asible. The choice of measurements will also be dependent upon the mechanisms that one believes are most important in a particular condition of cerebral fu nc tion or dysfunction.
A prelude to the measurement of the above vari ables with PCT is the development of tracer kinetic models that describe the process under study. The models provide a basis for the derivation of opera tional equations for estimates of these variables from the type of data acquired with PCT. This can be illustrated by considering some examples in the estimation of the rates of transport, metabolism, and synthesis. The estimation of these rates has employed both labeled natural substrates and analogs ; thus differ ent modeling and measurement strategies have been required. It is of value to consider some general fe atures of a metabolic process and a tracer that would affe ct the accuracy of the final estimates. Ideally , one would like to fu lfill most, if not all , of the fo llowing conditions .
1. The injected tracer would be cleared rapidly fr om the plasma and reach a low and steady con centration in plasma. This would lessen interference fr om activity in the blood pool of the brain and shorten the time required to reach a near steady state condition between plasma and cerebral tissue.
2. The radioactivity in the plasma should be pre dominately in the form of the initial compound in jected at all times (i.e., not labeled metabolic prod ucts) , and if labeled products occur in plasma they will , hopefully, be excluded by the blood -brain barrier or be a minor constituent.
3. The single-pass extraction of the tracer by the brain should be low enough to diminish its depen dence on CBF but high enough to attain acceptable levels in tissue for PCT measurement.
4. The tissue precursor pool of the labeled sub strate should have a rapid turnover rate into the metabolic product. This will diminish the amount of the tracer that diffuses back from tissue to plasma and the amount of un metabolized tracer in tissue. A steady state for the tracer will also be approached more rapidly because the rate at which it is ap proached is dependent not only on the shape of the plasma curve as discussed above, but also on the rate of the tissue precursor pool turnover from membrane transport and metabolism.
5. The tissue pool of the tracer should be the precursor for only one reaction sequence.
6. The product(s) of metabolism should reside in a tissue pool with a slow turnover rate compared to that in the precursor pool. This allows near steady state conditions for the tracer to be approached while maintaining mass conservation (i.e., products of metabolism are not significantly removed from tissue) .
7. The labeled tracer should behave in the same manner as the natural compound or in a predictable manner such that the differences can be taken into account (i.e., tracer behaves as a competitive sub strate) .
8. The tracer should have a high enough specific 'activity so that it can be delivered in low mass amounts and therefore not perturb the system (i.e., trace amounts that exert no significant mass effect) .
To achieve all of these general conditions is dif ficult, but different approaches have been employed successfully and give reasonable approximations.
Such an environment can be described mathe matically by setting up differential equations that describe competitive rates of transport and metabo lism (hopefully , all first-order processes under the conditions of the studies) . The schematic descrip tion of four potential (and over-simplified) modeling environments are shown in Fig. 4 .
Kinetic studies with PCT provide an initial evalu ation of the general features of the kinetic model, as shown in Fig. 5 . The tissue time-course of radioac tivity is the convolution of the input fu nction and the response fu nction of kinetic processes of the tracer in tissue . Deconvolution of the measured input fu nction provides a description of kinetic pro l�sses in tissue. It might appear that the tracer ki netic analysis could yield the form of the model. In part, this is true . However, in practice, this is rarely the case , and other types of information are re quired to constrain the multiple model alternatives that would all fit the tissue response within the ac curacy of the data. These constraints are usually derived from previous knowledge of the biological process under study: direct biochemical studies in animals, in isolated tissue, or in isolated enzyme environments . Such studies enable one to de termine the time-dependent distribution and con centration of the label, to characterize the reaction sequence and time-dependent changes in specific activities of the reactants and their products , and to assess their degree of compartmentalization. Lastly , tracer kinetic and biochemical studies can be carried out under conditions in which CBF, membrane transport, and metabolism or synthesis are selectively changed. This permits examination of the model under the conditions in which it may be used and also allows inspection of the model struc ture by selectively emphasizing (e.g. , increased rate) or de-emphasizing specific pathways.
These types of studies allow proper characteriza tion of the model and the fo rmulation of justifiable approximations . For example, if a tracer kinetic model is developed that contains 10 independent following only foward and reverse diffu sion or transport from plasma to tissue (i.e., diffusible flow tracers , labeled 0-methylglucose). B illustrates a tracer fol lowing forward and reverse transport and the first step of synthesis or metabolism (i.e., labeled DG or FDG). C shows a tracer following forward and reverse transport and a sequence of metabolic pro cesses with the labeled end product (and possi bly intermediates) being removed from the tissue by back diffusion (i.e., labeled glucose and oxygen). 0 represents a tracer following transport with a tissue pool that is a precursor for two competi tive reactions in wh ich one pathway re tains the label in a pool with a slow turn over. In the other pathway, the label ends up in a form that diffuses out of the tissue (i.e., amino acids labeled with radi oactive carbon in the carboxyl group). Thickness of arrows illustrates examples of relative mass fluxes in the different pathways in which the rates are described by rate constants (k). variables, the parameter estimation technique and type of data acquired by PCT will probably not be able to provide unique estimates with high degrees of confidence. Simplified forms of the models and operational equations are usually developed in which the number of compartments are reduced by grouping them into' 'functional compartments" that contain substructures for which no or only partial information is provided. With this loss of detail there must be a concomitant reduction of expecta tions in the information provided. Kinetic studies with PCT do offer some advantages, in that the fu ll time-course of the input function and tissue re sponse curve are recorded from the same indi vidual , as opposed to direct tissue sampling in animal studies, where all the time points are taken from a series of different animals presumed to be in the same average state. This provides some in crease in accuracy of the kinetic analysis (Phelps et aI., 1979b ; Huang et aI., 1980; for de termining the structure of the model, particularly when combined with interventions designed to change selectively the rate of different pathways. However, it is still generally true that tracer kinetic analysis is a good approach for estimating kinetic variables with a known model, but it is limited in actually structuring the model.
The measurement of these processes within the limitations of tracer kinetic modeling also relies upon the use of biochemical, physical , and mathe matical techniques to simplify the problem and im prove the accuracy of the estimates. These include the isolation of a portion of a reaction sequence using (1) labeled analogs or selective position labeling to eliminate or inhibit one or a number of multiple competitive pathways, (2) rapid radioac tive decay to reduce tissue tracer concentrations and maintain large blood-tissue concentration gra dients for the tracer, (3) optimized input fu nctions, (4) specific data sampling and processing tech niques, (5) trapping of the tracer end product in fu nctional compartments that have slow turnover rates to allow approximate steady-state conditions and mass conservation of the tracer, and (6) other approaches or "tricks" which can improve both the model description and accuracy of the estimates. The labeled analogs are typically employed as com petitive substrates that are altered such that their end product is not a substrate for one or several subsequent reactions. However, any differences in the rates of preceding steps compared to the natural substrate should be minor and accountable using the principles of competitive enzyme kinetics. Examples of the above principles will be illus trated below. The tracer kinetic approaches will be described fr om a conceptual point of view with ref erences provided for more rigorous mathematical fo rmulations. Examples of typical tissue response curves when the tracer kinetic model is the same and the input function is changed (top and center) and when the input function is the same and the models are different (center and bottom). Thickness of arrows illustrates relative mass fluxes in different pathways for which the rates are described by rate constants (k).
Cerebral Blood Flow
The tracer kinetic models for measurement of CBF with PCT consist of one or two compartments and are based upon the principles of flow-dependent diffusible tracers developed by Kety and Schmidt (1948) and Zieler (1965) . Three approaches used with PCT are tissue clearance, continuous inhala tion of short half life tracers , and tissue trapping.
Clearance Technique
The clearance technique is an adaptation of the external detection approach originally developed for use with xenon-13 3 (Lassen and Perl, 1979) . The basis of this approach is the central volume prin ciple ,
(2) where F is blood flow in ml/unit time , V is the volume of distribution of the tracer in ml, and T is the mean transit time for the tracer passing through the volume of distribution. A term, A, the tissue blood partition coefficient, can be added to Eq. 2 to account for tissue solubility of tracer relative to its solubility in blood (which by convention equals the concentration ratio of the tracer in tissue , /-LCi/g , to that in blood, /-LCi/ml, at equilibrium) . In other words, if the tracer concentration in tissue is as sumed to be equal to its concentration in blood, then the volume (V) of tissue in which the tracer is distributed is V = A W, where W is the weight of tissue in grams. Thus , this corrects for selective solubility of the tracer and provides the estimate of blood flow per gram of tissue . Multiplying both sides of Eq. 2 by A (in units of ml/g) , we have:
A(F/V) = (11r)A, and
Although F is blood flow (in mllunit time), the term FIW is commonly referred to as such. Al though FIW actually reflects perfusion (blood flow per gram of tissue), by convention, FIW will be re ferred to as CBF.
The primary assumptions of this approach are as follows. (1) The tracer is freely diffusible (i.e., the extraction fraction of the tracer in a single pass through the brain is 100%) at all values of CBF to be studied. This is equivalent to stating that the tracer extraction is not limited or determined by any factor other than flow. (2) The partition coefficient is known or measurable in the study and does not vary significantly, or variations are measured in the study from normal to abnormal cerebral states. (3) The tracer is inert, so that its distribution and clearance are not dependent on factors other than CBF. This criterion is usually emphasized by the use of an inert gas, such as xenon, krypton, or argon, as the CBF tracer. However, where these elements can be considered chemically nonreactive in the body, their distribution and clearance are dependent upon a factor other than CBF: their solubility in blood and tissue (i.e., ,\). Thus an "inert" tracer does not exist for CBF in the abso lute sense. (4) Recirculation is zero or can be taken into account. (5) The separate tissue compartments are homogeneous in CBF and ,\.
The simplest approach, fr om a modeling point of view, employs a carotid bolus injection of the dif fu sible tracer and measurement of the resultant tis sue clearance. Since this is an impulse response, the curve is internally normalized and T can be com puted by the height-over-area method (i.e., area under the clearance curve divided by its maximum height is equal to T) , assuming that no recirculation of the tracer has occurred, or that it has been taken into account (Zieler, 1965) . This provides an esti mate of the mean CBF in examined tissue . Alterna tively, the tissue clearance curve can be stripped into components and analyzed in terms of separate compartmental values of CBF (Lassen and Perl, 1979) .
A number of diffusible tracers have been employed or proposed for measuring local CBF (LCBF) with PCT. These include krypton-77 (Yamamoto et aI ., 1977) , 150-labeled water (Jones et aI ., 1976; Huang et aI ., 1981b; Raichle et aI ., 1981b) , 18F-antipyrine (Ducan et aI., 1981) , CH318F (Holden et aI ., 198 1) , and l1C-Iabeled alcohols (Raichle et aI ., 1976) . Each of these agents has advantages and dis advantages. For example, the inert gas krypton-77 1982 has the advantages of 100% extraction by the brain; a relatively long half-life (1.2 h) ; rapid clearance by the lungs to minimize recirculation (i.e., ,\ for lung-to-blood is about 5 times greater than for xenon) ; being chemically unaltered by the body ; and a tissue-blood partition coefficient that would not be expected to vary markedly between normal and pathological tissues in the brain. The major dis advantages of krypton-77 are its delivery to the brain from a systemic route, which is inefficient be cause of its large lung-blood partition coefficient (i.e., poor extraction efficiency fr om lung to blood), and that it requires a large on-site cyclotron for its production.
Oxygen-15 labeled water has the advantages of being approximated 100% extracted by the human brain (Eichling et aI ., 1974) ; of being "chemically inert" ; of having a brain-blood partition coefficient that is well-known and not expected to vary signifi cantly from normal to pathological states (even gross edema changes tissue water content by only 3-6%); of having efficient delivery to the brain from a systemic injection; and of being easily pre pared with a small cyclotron. The disadvantages are that its preparation does require an on-site cyclo tron because of the short half-life (2 min) of oxygen-15; recirculation is not diminished by clear ance through the lungs, as is the case with inert gases; and its extraction by the brain is close to but not 100% at high values of CBF in man (Eichling et aI ., 1974) .
Fluorine-I8 labeled antipyrine and CH318F are not characterized as well as krypton-77 and 150-labeled water, but both appear to be favorable CBF tracers . The labeled alcohols were developed as potential CBF tracers (Raichle et aI., 1976) because their ex traction by the brain is approximately 100% even at very high values of CBF.
The desire to provide a non traumatic method of measuring CBF requires that the tracer be delivered systemically . This complicates the model and re quires measurement of the arterial input fu nction or some approximation of it. Recognizing that the tis sue clearance is now a convolution of a distributed input fu nction and clearance of the tracer from the tissue (assuming the distributed input to be a series of impulse inputs and the total clearance curve to be the sum of a series of impulse clearance curves) provides a solution to this problem as originally de veloped by Obrist et at . (1971 Obrist et at . ( , 1975 . Assuming a linear system and the simple model of Eq. 3, one can deconvolve the distributed input fu nction fr om the tissue clearance to yield the tissue impulse clear ance curve. From this one can calculate CBF, as discussed above.
The above approach requires that tomographic scans are recorded as a fu nction of time, that images are reconstructed, that local tissue clearance curves are generated and deconvoluted with the input fu nction, and that LCBF is calculated for each re gion using some average partition coefficient, and the final images of CBF are formed. Huang et aI . (1981b Huang et aI . ( , 1982 have developed a method that cir cumvents many of these difficulties. In this ap proach I 50-water is injected i.v. (or single-breath inhalation of I50-labeled CO2, which is converted to labeled water by carbonic anhydrase in the lungs) and scan data collected for a direct tomographic reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the time variations of the tracer. For example, CT algo rithms normally assume time invariance and pro vide reconstructed images in spatial coordinates x,y. The approach of Huang et al . (1981b Huang et al . ( , 1982 ) is a reconstruction of x ,y, and time . These investigators have also reformulated the flow equations in terms of integral values and in a manner that takes ad vantage of the short half-life of oxygen-15 (2 min) to reduce problems of recirculation. This approach has the advantage of a favorable mathematical fo rmula tion , short half-life tracer, and direct integration of the flow equations into a time-dependent PCT re construction process.
The method assumes that the tissue clearance of I 50-labeled water can be described by a single compartment model (i.e., perfusion and tracer con centration in the tissue element are uniform) in small regions delineated with PCT. With this as sumption, 7 and V can be expressed in terms of the integrals of the time activity curves in tissue (Q) and in blood (C) (Huang et aI ., 1981b (Huang et aI ., , 1982 as:
where A is the physical decay constant of oxy gen-15 (unfortunately, this is the same conven tion used for the partition coefficient) , an asterisk denotes quantities corrected for radioactive decay (no asterisk means the values of these quantities are used directly without correction for decay) , and the time integrations are from injection (t = 0) to end of measurement (t =T) . The tissue -time activity curves are measured as temporal variations in each projection location for all angular views obtained 'with the tomograph (i.e., each scan point around the cross section examined represents the amount and clearance of the tracer from a line across the sec tion) . Thus , the value of 7 (Eq. 5) can be calculated for each projection location and used to reconstruct tomographic images of this variable , as proposed by Tsui and Budinger (1978) . The basis of this computational and measurement simplification is that the integration (in time) and PCT reconstruction (in space) are both linear oper ations whose order can be interchanged (i.e., the operations are communicative) without affecting the final result. This same process is carried out for V (Eq. 6) . Dividing the image of V by the cerebral tissue density converts it into an image of the parti tion coefficients in units of ml/g . Dividing this image by that for 7 gives an image of CBF in mllmin/g (Fig .  6 ) . With the chemical measurement of the blood water content, the mUltiplication of this value by the partition coefficient image yields an image of tissue water content in milliliters of water per gram of tis sue . All of these variables (7, V, partition coeffi cient , tissue water content, CBF) are obtained by different manipulations of the same data and can be directly obtained by a pre-programmed sequence . However, if only CBF is desired, then the equations can be solved directly and the time-dependent PCT approach used to reconstruct the CBF image: Huang et al . (1981b Huang et al . ( , 1982 have used the NeuroECAT to perform the above PCT mea surements of CBF. Because of the particular octa gonal design of this system, the individual scan points in the projection data are redundantly sam pled in time (Phelps et aI ., 1977c) . Thus, even though the system can mechanically perform a fu ll scan in as short a time as 5 s, this is not required. For example , with a I-min scan, the temporal reso lution of the projection data is on the order of 5 -10 s (Fig. 7) . While this provides sufficient time reso lution for describing the tissue clearance curve, it is less critical in the above approach, which requires the integrals of the curves. The single study time is 8-10 min.
The values fr om four normal subjects of global,
Initial Image Transit
Time gray, and white matter CBF along with gray and white matter values of the tissue water content using this technique are shown in Table 3 . The global value of 42 ± 6 mVmin/ lOO g at normal PaC02 is in excellent agreement with the known values of resting CBF in man of 40 -50 ml/min/ IOO g reported in the literature (Lassen and Perl, 1979) . The aver age gray: white matter CBF ratio of 2.4 is also in good agreement with the expected value of 3-4 when one considers the averaging due to partial volume effects (Hoffman et aI ., 1979) . For example, the gray: white ratio between the large gray and white matter structures is about 3.5 (Huang et aI ., unpublished observations).
Co ntinuous In hala tion Te chnique
This approach, as applied to PCT, has used con tinuous delivery of C1502 gas (converted to H2150 in the lungs by carbonic anhydrase) as originally de veloped by Jones et al . (1976) . Conceptually, the technique relies upon a continuous concentration gradient of H2150 fro m blood to tissue (the tissue is regarded as a large sink) to maintain a steady-state tissue concentration of H2150 that is directly related to CBF. This is maintained because new H2150 is being continuously delivered to the blood while radioactive decay of the short -half-life oxygen-IS (2 min) and biological clearance is continually re ducing tissue concentration of the previously deliv ered H2150. For a local region of tissue, let the tracer concentration and volume of distribution be denoted by C and V. The tracer is transported to and removed fr om the region by blood flow, F. The concentration of tracer in the inflow is denoted by Cb and the total amount of tracer in the region by Q.
Example of a 0-2-min image, mean transit time image, and a CBF image using an intravenous bolus of H,'50 and the NeuroECAT. Although the 2-min image is similar to CBF, the modeling approach accounts for the back diffusion and recirculation that progressively (with time) changes the initial H,150 distribution from a CBF dependence to distribution volume. This results in a sharpening and in creased contrast of the image as shown for the calculated CBF image. The mean transit time image appears as a mirror image of CBF, since they are inversely related. Reprinted with permission (Huang et aI., 1981b) .
The administered tracer has a radioactivity deca: constant A equal to 0.693/half-life .
At equilibrium, the rate at which the tracer is added to the compartment (FCi) should be equal to the rate of biological clearance (FC) plus the rate of physical decay (AQ) . That is,
Since the total amount of tracer (Q) is equal to the product of concentration (C) and volume (V), C can be represented by
Thus, by Eqs . 8 and 9, the amount of tracer in a region can be related to flow by the fo llowing: ... . 
Example of an arterial blood (A) and a local cortical tissue clearance curve (6) after the intravenous injection of H,1 50 in a normal human subject. Tissue curve is uncorrected for radioactive decay (i.e., Q in Eqs. 5-7) and was collected using the redundant sampling scheme of the Neuro ECAT.
Reprinted with permission (Huang et aI., 1981b) . 
(10) (11) Thus, since A. is known and V is typically assumed to equal 1 (Jones et aI ., 1976) , LCBF can be esti mated by measuring the H2I50 concentration (C i ) in a peripheral artery and the local amount of oxygen-IS in the tissue (Q) with PCT (see Fig. 17 ).
According to Eqs. 10 and 11, the relationship between flow and the tissue tracer concentration (Q) is not linear. The degree of nonlinearity is less ened if A. is large (i.e., half-life is short) compared to the constant infusion of different short-lived diffusible trac ers as a function of blood flow. Although Q changes non linearly with blood flow, the tracer kinetic model given by Eq. 10 takes this into account and corrects the values to produce the linear response shown by t 1 /2 = 0 min. This allows for calculation of the true value of CBF from the measured quantity Q. However, the greater the nonlinear response, the greater the error in the calculated value of CBF. Note that the degree of nonlinear response and the magnitude of this cor rection decrease as the halflife of the isotope decreases. Re pri nted with permission (Huang et aI., 1979) . Figure 8 shows a plot of this relationship fo r radioisotopes with various half-lives, including krypton-82m, oxygen-14, and I50-labeled water (Huang et aI ., 1979) . As A. becomes small compared to F/V, the amount of tracer (Q) becomes more de pendent on the distribution volume (V) rather than on CBF (Eq. 10). At high values of CBF, the errors in the estimation of CBF will increase due to in creased uncertainties over the slowly increasing portion of the response curve .
To perform the measurement of CBF with this technique, the subject is allowed to continuously inhale I50-carbon dioxide and tomographic mea surements of CBF are started once the tracer has approximately reached equilibrium. Equilibrium is approached exponentially with a half-time of 0.693/(11. + FIV) (Haung et aI ., 1979; Jones et aI ., 1976) . Thus, at a time of 3/(11. + FIV) after beginning the infusion, the tracer distribution will be at about 95% of the equilibrium value if C i is constant. However, because of recirculation of H2I50,time is needed for C i to reach a constant level. It is of inter est to note that the rate of attaining equilibrium is not only dependent upon the known half-life of the tracer but also the unknown value of CBF (F/V) . From practical and dose considerations, an equili brating time of about 10 min is usually employed. This equilibrium time may be somewhat too short in low CBF states such as ischemia and will produce some underestimation of CBF. Figure 9 shows the response of CBF measured by the inhalation method versus changes in arterial CO2 tension in the baboon by Baron et al . (198 11) , which is similar to the results of Rhodes et al . (198 1) . This is the ex pected response (Reivich, 1964) and demonstrates the capability of the method to measure LCBF over a wide range of values.
Although there are some imperfections in the method, it has been well characterized (Subram anyam, 1978 ; Huang et aI ., 1979; Frackowiak et aI ., 1980; Baron et aI ., 198 1f,' Lammertsma et aI ., 198 1c; Rhodes et aI ., 1981) and effectively em ployed as shown in the applications section.
Microsphere or Tissue Trapping Model
This is the simplest of all CBF models, but also the most difficult to implement because of the re quirements placed on the tracer. The equation for this model is given by: (12) where (FIV)i is the CBF in the tissue region (i ) in units of mllmin/g, F p is the flow rate in mllmin of a pump used to withdraw blood at a fixed rate from a peripheral artery, C is the tissue concentration in /LCilg in region i as measured with PCT, and Cb is the total activity in /LCi in the blood sample with drawn with the pump (Heymann et aI ., 1977) .
The model assumes that the tracer delivered to the brain after intravenous injection is extracted ' 100% by the tissue and 100% retained during the course of the PCT measurement. While these as-
sumptions are easily fu lfilled by using labeled mi crospheres, difficulties are encountered in attempts to use more realistic (i.e., non-occlusive) tracers for studies in man . This results primarily from the fact that it must be trapped in the tissue by some process such as metabolic incorporation, selective tissue binding, or a chemical change of the compound while in the tissue that does not allow clearance of the tracer back into the blood. The binding mechanism must also be more rapid than the rate of diffusion fr om tissue to blood.
The only tracer used in PCT to approximate these requirements is N-13 ammonia (Phelps et aI ., 1977b (Phelps et aI ., , 1981c . However, the single pass extraction (E) of N-13 ammonia is only about 50% at basal CBF and is inversely related to CBF. Thus, the tissue nitrogen-13 activity (i.e., E x CBF) underestimates and is nonlinearly related to CBF, with the underes timation increasing with CBF. This results in a nonlinear flow response curve (Phelps et aI ., 1981c) similar to that shown in Fig. 8 for the continuous infusion of H2150 .
The trapping mechanism for N-13 ammonia in volves its rapid incorporation into glutamine (Cooper et aI ., 1979) , primarily in the astrocytic pericapillary endfeet (also astrocytes in general) that surround both gray and white matter capillaries (Norenberg and Martinez-Hernandez, 1979) . The rate of incorporation is very rapid (t 1 /2 = 1 s) and the activity is retained in tissue with a slow clearance rate (t 1 /2 = 1-2 h) (Phelps et aI ., 1977b (Phelps et aI ., , 1981c . The extraction of N -13 ammonia by the brain has been shown to be independent of blood ammonia con centration over a range of 1000 (Phelps et aI ., 1977b; Cooper et aI ., 1979) , to have little or no dependence on pH over normal limits (Phelps et aI ., 1977 b; Lockwood et aI ., 1980) and only a mild dependence on reductions in metabolism, by a factor of 2.5 (Phelps et aI ., 1977 b ) . Reasonable correlations have been fo und between the relative patterns of CBF with N-13 ammonia (Phelps et aI ., 1977b (Phelps et aI ., , 1981c , and independent , although approximate , estimations of CBF in patients with stroke and epi lepsy (Kuhl et aI ., 1980a,b) .
To perform the study, N-13 ammonia (20 mCi) is injected intravenously, 2-3 min are allowed for de livery and fixation, and PCT scans of the brain taken to image the relative distribution of nitro gen-13. An example of a study in a normal subject is shown in Fig. 10 along with the image of glu cose metabolism. The distributions appear similar, as one would expect from the metabolic regula-
Comparison of t he cross-sectional distri bution of the CMRGlc using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FOG) and the Nitrogen-13 distri bution from intravenously injected 1 3 NH 3 in two different, normal subjects. O.M. refers to the cm above the orbital-meatal plane. Brain slices at top are at levels similar to the three right-hand FOG and 1 3 NH 3 images and are shown for anatomical comparison. Gray scale is in proportion to CMRGlc and nitrogen-13 tissue concentration, with black being the highest. Reprinted with permission (Phelps et ai., 1981c) .
tion of CBF, and if the nitrogen-I3 distribution re flects CBF to a reasonable degree. Thus , N-13 am monia provides a reasonable relative index of the distribution of CBF from basal to low CBF but a poor re sponse at high CBF. It is also subject to variations in capillary permeability and surface area, and the trapping mechanism. The dependence of N-13 ammonia on the capillary permeability sur face area has also been used to implicate changes in capillary surface area with changes in CBF. A more extensive description is given elsewhere (Phelps et aI., 1977b (Phelps et aI., , 1981c .
Cerebral Blood Volume
The measurement of cerebral blood volume (CBV) by PCT involves a straightforward equilib rium model (Phelps et aI ., 1973b (Phelps et aI ., . 1979c Kuhl et aI ., 1975) . The blood is labeled by a single breath inhalation of llC-labeled carbon monoxide which binds to the hemoglobin of red blood cells (RBC) with about 200 times the affinity of oxygen. Ap proximately 4-5 min are allowed for equilibration in the body blood pool and then the local CBV (LCBV) can be calculated by:
where Cj( T) is the local tissue concentrations (in region i) of llCO-RBC measured at time T with PCT, and C b(T) is the venous blood concentration of l ICO-RBC measured at time T. The blood sample is taken at mid-scan time to remove the slow change in llCO-RBC blood concentration (t 1 /2 = 3.3 h) that is primarily due to the slowly equilibrating portions of the blood pool (i.e., bone and other low-blood flow tissues) and clearance of carbon monoxide from the lungs (Phelps et aI ., 1979c) . The term 0.85 corrects for the fact that the average cerebral he-matocrit is about 0.85 of the large peripheral vessel value (Phelps et aI., 1973b) . The term d is the den sity of cerebral tissue to convert the CBV value from ml to g of tissue, providing LCBV values in ml of blood per gram of tissue.
Where this approach has been shown to yield ac curate estimates of LCBV and good image quality with PCT (see Fig. 19 ), CBV changes at less than 40% the rate of CBF (Phelps et aI. , 1973a; Grubb et aI. , 1974 ) and the image is weighted toward large delivery or non-nutrient vessels (i.e. , CBV is about 70% in veins and venuoles , 10% in arteries and ar terioles , and only 20% in capillaries) rather than toward the nutrient vessels (Phelps et al. , 1979 c) . Repeated measurements can be made with PCT once the concentration of llCO-RBC reaches equilib rium in the body blood pool. Such serial mea surements following a single administration of the tracer allow monitoring of hemodynamic changes in LCBV in real time.
Transport and Metabolism
The following examples will illustrate the use of labeled analogs (deoxyglucose, methylglucose) and natural substrates (glucose , leucine , methionine); short half-life tracers (oxygen-IS); selective position labeling (leucine); and required kinetic tissue mea surements (methylglucose , glucose) versus single time samples with the tracer in a near steady-state condition (deoxyglucose , leucine).
Glucose Metabolism
Two approaches have been employed for the es timation of the cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (CMRGlc) with PCT. One approach uses the glu cose analog 18F-Iabeled 2-fluoro-2-deoxY-D-glucose (FDG) (Bessell et aI. , 1972; Ido et aI. , 1978) with either the Sokoloff deoxyglucose (DG) (Sokoloff et al. , 1977) model as reported by Reivich et al. (1979b) or an extension of Sokoloff s model devel oped by Phelps et al. (1979b) and Huang et al. (1980) . The other approach uses llC-labeled glucose and the model developed by Raichle et al. (1975) .
Deoxyglucose model. The Sokoloff DG model has been extensively described and experimentally characterized elsewhere (Sokoloff et al. , 1977; Sokoloff , 1981) ; therefore only the general features will be discussed here. The major aspects of DG are that (1) it is a competitive substrate with glucose; ,(2) the precursor pool of DG in cerebral tissue has a
relatively rapid turnover rate (t 1 /2 for DG in rat of about 2.4 min (Sokoloff et al. 1977 ) and monkey of 2 min (Kennedy et at : , 1978) , and for FDG in humans , about 4.3 min (Phelps et al. , 1979b; Huang et aI. , 1980) in gray matter); (3) the end product of deoxy glucose-6-phosphate, DG-6-P04 (FDG-6-P04) (Gal lagher et aI. , 1978) is not a substrate for further me tabolism , having only a low rate of dephosphoryla tion (Phelps et al. , 1979b; Huang et aI. , 1980) , iso lating the transport and phosphorylation reactions; and (4) the plasma activity is only DG (FDG) and rapidly decreases to a low and relatively constant concentration (i.e. , DG and FDG are continually removed by the kidney and delivered to the bladder because they do not follow active transport for re absorption).
The combination of the rapid decline to a rela tively constant plasma DG concentration , relatively rapid precursor pool turnover rate , and conversion of DG to the end product DG-6-P04, along with the principles of competitive enzyme and tracer kinet ics , were used by Sokoloff et al. (1977) to formulate an operational equation reflecting the time dependent accumulation of the product. The opera tional equation allows the estimation of the phos phorylation rate of exogenous glucose , which under steady-state conditions (and zero glycogen synthe sis and breakdown) is equal to the glycolytic rate (i.e. , rates of all steps are equal at steady state). This equation is given by:
where k l * and k2* are the forward and reverse plasma-tissue transport constants , k3* is the phos phorylation constant , Ci*(T) is the tissue concentra tion of DG + DG-6-P04 at time T, LC is the lumped constant, Cp *(t) and Cp are the plasma DG and glu cose concentrations , respectively. As Sokoloff and others (Sokoloff et aI. , 1977; Phelps et aI. , 1979b; Huang et al. , 1980; Sokoloff , 1981) have previously discussed , the terms involving the rate constants become small as the time after injection increases (i.e., they involve negative exponential terms and Cp * (t) that decrease in magnitude with time). This allows one to use average values of rate constants Evaluation of the errors produced when the average rate constants from normal young adults are used in the tracer kinetic model for FOG to calculate LCMRGlc for differ ent rates of glucose metabolism. The correct (simulated) metabolic rate (MR) is shown versus the estimated metabolic rate using the average constants from normal subj ects at basal CMRGlc. The three points at each metabolic rate corre spond to three different conditions of membrane transport and phosphorylation to produce the same rate of glucose metabolism (i.e., different distribution volu mes and tissue FOG turnover rates). The dashed line is the line of identity and the solid line is the fit to the data. The normal metabolic rate is 7.4 mg (42.8 f.tmol)/min/100 g and comparison as sumes that the metabolic rate was calculated 60 min after injection. These data show that the use of the average rate constants from normals in a basal state produ ces an over and underestimation if the glucose metabolic rate is over or under the value in the normal basal level. This error is rela tively small even over this large range of metabolic rates. The largest errors are produced in situations of severely reduced metabolism, as shown in Fig. 12 . Reprinted with permission (Huang et aI., 1981 c).
due to insensitivity of the model to exact values at the late times after injection (Fig. 11) . In extreme states of metabolism, particularly hypometabolism, the use of average normal k*s does produce inaccu rate estimates of LCMRGlc as shown by Hawkins et aI . (198 1) in patients with mild to severe ischemia. However, the use of an average set of k*s repre sentative of ischemia returns the model to tempo ral stability and accurate estimates of LCMRGlc (Fig. 12) . The lumped constant (LC) in the operational equation of the Sokoloff model is a rigorously de rived term which accounts for the differences be tween glucose and DG in terms of transport and phosphorylation. This term is also designed to be relatively insensitive to changes since it is com posed of ratios of Michaelis-Menten kinetic con stants and distribution volumes for glucose to DG. While changes in these terms may occur, normally they would be in the same direction for DG and glucose, and thereby tend to cancel the effect. The term cp (ratio of phosphorylation-dephosphorylation to phosphorylation) applies only to glucose, but ex perimentally it has not been shown, nor is it ex pected, to vary significantly (Hawkins et aI., 1981) . A source of predictable variability in LC does exist in the ratio of distribution volume of DG to glucose. Normally , hexokinase, which has a higher affinity for glucose than for DG (Sokoloff et aI ., 1977; Crane et aI ., 1981) , is rate determining compared to mem brane transport. However, in cases where transport becomes rate limiting (i.e., in hypoglycemia and potentially in ischemia and seizure) the ratio of dis tribution volumes changes due to the transport car rier preference for DG over glucose (Crane et aI ., 1981) . These problems may be more prevalent in acute changes where metabolic demand remains high compared to supply. For example , in chronic mild ( � 30% reduction in LCMRGlc) and severe (�70% reduction in LCMRGlc) fo cal ischemia in human subjects, Hawkins et aI . (unpublished observations) , in our laboratory , did not find significant changes in the ratio of distribution volumes between the isch emic and homologous contralateral zones. More work is needed to determine if there are any signifi cant regional variations in the absolute value of LC.
Thus, the Sokoloff model with DG represents a clever use of a substrate analog to isolate a portion of a complex reaction sequence, and an operational equation designed to allow accurate estimations and flexible use under near steady-state tracer condi tions .
The Sokoloff model was extended (Phelps et aI ., 1979b ; Huang et aI ., 1980) to include the dephos phorylation of the DG-6-P04 (model B, Fig. 4) , which was fo und to be significant at the later times employed in PCT studies with FDG. The dephos phorylation constant (k 4 *) was found to be about one-tenth of k3* (table 4) . This is normally not a problem in autoradiographic experiments because k 4 * is small compared to k3 *, and at early times the mass flux for phosphorylation (i.e., k3* [DGD is largely due to high values of k3 * and the tissue DG concentration. At later times, the DG-6-P04 con centration increases and the mass flux for dephos phorylation (i.e., k 4 * [DG-6-P0 4 D becomes more significant. In autoradiographic studies, the effect of this later reaction is normally not significant be cause the animal is killed at 40 min. However, human studies with PCT proceed into later times, matter reg ion in a stroke patient. The value of 1.41 mg (7.83 ILmol) min/100 g is the correct glucose metabolic rate determined by tomographically measuri ng the exact values of the rate constants. Values indicated by trian gles were calculated using the FOG model and average rate constants from normal young adults. Note that this approach underestimates LCMRGlc at all times after injection, but most severely at early times in pre-steady state conditions (i.e., by negative val ues at the early times). Filled circles represent use of the exact rate con stants for this reg ion and the FOG model. This provides accurate and stable estimates but requires a kinetic study to measure the exact rate con stants. Open circles are the calculated values of LCMRGlc using the FOG model and an average set of rate con stants measured in a group of patients with cerebral ischemia. This produces
some inaccuracies at early times but after about 40 min provides accurate and temporally stable estimates of the LCMRGlc. Thus, where the use of average rate constants from normal young adults produces significant underestimations of LCMRGlc in ischemic regions, the use of an average set of rate constants representing ischemic conditions allows accurate estimates without the requirement of kinetic studies for determining exact rate constants. Repri nted with permission (Hawkins et aI., 1981) .
where this reaction does become significant . There also may be some delay in dephosphorylation be cause it appears to be a two-step process of DG-6-P0 4 transport across the terminal surface of the endoplasmic reticulum to interact with phosphatase at the luminal surface (Nordlie, 1974 (Nordlie, , 1979 Arion et aI ., 1975 Arion et aI ., , 1980a Anchors et aI ., 1977; Nilsson et aI ., 1978) . For studies carried out 3-14 h after in jection, a simple description of dephosphorylation of FDG-6-P0 4 to FDG (described by a single con stant, k 4 *)' which enters the precursor pool to be rephosphorylated (k3 *) or cleared (k2 *) to the plasma, provides an excellent fit with the measured data (Phelps et aI ., 1979b ; Huang et aI ., 1980) . This most likely reflects a single rate-determining step (probably transport of FDG-6-P0 4 into the endo plasmic reticulum) . This hydrolysis reaction may reflect the role of phosphatase as a regulating en zyme that participates in a fu tile cycle of phos phorylation and dephosphorylation. The derivation, assumptions, accuracies, and validation of the Sokoloff model (Sokoloff et aI ., 1977 ; Sokoloff, 1981) and its extension to include the dephosphorylation reaction (Sokoloff et aI., 1977; Phelps et aI ., 1979b; Huang et aI., 1980; Phelps, 1981) are given elsewhere , along with results on
error sensitivity of the method fr om changes in the rate constants in normal and altered states (Huang et aI ., 1980 (Huang et aI ., , 1981 and changes in LC (Crane et aI . , 1981; Hawkins et aI ., 1981; Schuier et aI ., 1981) .
Glucose model. Glucose labeled with carbon-II has also been used to estimate CMRGlc by Raichle et aI . (1975 Raichle et aI . ( , 1978 . The model is based upon sound tracer kinetic principles and the approximations in the fo rmulation of the operational equation are sup ported by experimental data. This approach has an advantage over the DG or FDG method in that LC == 1. The disadvantages relate more to accuracy and the practicality of the method. Since labeled glucose is rapidly broken down, the labeled end product, l1C-carbon dioxide , and to some degree the meta bolic intermediates (primarily lactate and pyruvate) , progressively diffuse out of the tissue making tissue carbon-II activity less related to CMRGlc than with DG. Thus , estimation of the back diffusion of radioactivity using average rate constants becomes more susceptible to large errors. To circumvent this problem, kinetic studies are performed for each ex periment to estimate exact values of the rate con stants . These measurements are restricted to earlier times to reduce the problem of tissue clearance of labeled breakdown products from cerebral tissue , Kennedy et al . (1978) . SEM in parentheses. C Phelps et al . (1979b ) and Huang et al . (1980) . Values for errors (in parentheses) are 1 SD from the mean of multiple measurements of gray and white matter in different subjects and structures.
and diffusion of labeled breakdown products from plasma into the brain that originate elsewhere in the body . Thus, correction with resultant errors must be applied fo r the activity in the vascular space that is significant at early sample times. The earlier times also make the model somewhat more sensi tive (i.e., weighted) toward the effects of CBF and membrane transport . The error propagation from all of these factors has not been well characterized, so the magnitude of these uncertainties and assump tions of the model under different physiological conditions must await further study .
The initial studies with this model in monkeys using a single-detector whole-brain study method demonstrate a good correlation versus the Fick method (Raichle et aI., 1975) .
Membrane Tra nsport fo r Glucose
A model for selectively studying the blood -brain barrier and cell membrane transport with PCT and 3-(llC)-methyl-D-glucose (CMG) has been devel "ped by Vyska et aI . (1981) and applied to patient ltudies by Heiss et al (1981) . CMG is known to �ompete with glucose for facilitated membrane �ransport but cannot be metabolized. Thus , it repre .ents a tracer kinetic approach with a labeled analog .0 isolate glucose transport, much like DG is used to solate the transport and phosphorylation steps in he glycolytic pathway . However, kinetic studies must be performed to measure the rate constants directly , since CMG is transported in and out of the tissue . Vyska et aI . (1981) fo rmulated the model such that both capillary perfusion (CBF) and mem brane transport could be simultaneously estimated fr om the kinetic PCT data. Although the true accu racy of the method has not been determined, the approach is reasonable .
Studies in normal subjects by these investigators have yielded reasonable values of CBF (85 to 95 mllmin/ IOO g in gray matter, and 30-40 mllmin/ IOO g in white matter) and fac ilitated membrane trans port of 43 -60 p,mollmin/ 100 g for gray matter and 9-12 p,mollmin/ IOO g for white matter.
Cerebral Oxygen Metabolism
The measurement of the cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen (CMR02) using continuous inhalation of the 150-labeled oxygen represents a tracer tech nique that has the advantages of a process having a very rapid rate of transport and metabolism and a tracer with a short half-life (t 1 /2 = 2 min) . The con tinuous delivery of 1502 maintains its high arterial concentration and this , combined with the physical decay of 150 and rapid metabolism of oxygen to water, provides a high 1502 concentration gradient from plasma to tissue . This approach, originally de veloped by Jones et aI . (1976) , has been examined by many investigators fo r use with PCT (Subra- Huang et aI ., 1979; Frac kowiak et aI, 1980; Baron et aI ., 1981/; Lammertsma et aI ., 1981a,c; Rhodes et aI ., 1981c) .
After LCBF has been measured by the continu ous inhalation of C1502, LCMR02 can be measured by switching the subject to inhalation of 1502, As in the theoretical basis for the measurement of LCBF using a continuous inhalation of C1502, the local brain radioactivity concentration (Q 0) during steady-state inhalation of 1502 will be related to the rate of H2150 delivery to tissue . However, in this case, the delivery of H2150 is from a combina tion of two sources: H2150 produced as the product of 1502 metabolism in brain tissue, and the recircula tion of H2150 that is then extracted into cerebral tissue. Thus,
where Co is the 1502 concentration in arterial blood during steady-state inhalation, OEF is the oxygen extraction fraction in cerebral tissue equal to (arterio venous)larterial extraction fraction for oxygen, CRW is the arterial concentration of recirculating H2150, F, V and A are as previously defined (blood flow, distribution volume of water, and radioactive decay constant for 150). Taking the ratio of the local radioactivity tissue concentrations in the brain during the two inhala tion studies (i .e., 1502 and C1502), OEF can be ex pressed as where C w and Qw are 150 radioactivity concentra tions in arterial blood and brain tissue during inha lation of C1502• Both Qo and Qw are measured with PCT, and C w by counting arterial blood samples taken during C1502 inhalation . Co and CRW can be derived from the radioactivity in whole blood (Cb) and in plasma (Cp) during 1502 inhalation as: CRW = A Cp, and (18) where A is the concentration ratio of 150 activity in whole blood to that of plasma during the continuous inhalation of C1502 (i.e., A = Cb/Cp when Co = 0) . Thus, OEF can be determined from these mea surements according to Eq . 16, and the LCMR02 will be equal to the total oxygen delivery times OEF . That is,
where [02] is the oxygen concentration in arterial blood (see Fig. 17 for study in a normal subject).
The correlation between OEF measured by con tinuous inhalation method with 150 and directly sampling blood across the brain (i .e., (arteriove nous)/arterial oxygen content) in baboons by Baron et aI . (19811) is shown in Fig. 13 . The correlation is very good but the 150 method, from these data, appears to overestimate OEF . As shown theoretical ly by Lammertsma et aI . (1981c) , this overestima tion may result from 150 activity in blood that could be corrected for by measurement of CBV with C1SO.
Thus, this method allows one to measure and compare the delivery of blood to tissue (LCBF), as well as the ability of the tissue to extract (OEF) and metabolize oxygen (LCMR02). When this is com bined with the PCT measurement of LCMROlc, one can assess aerobic versus anaerobic metabolism, and supply (LCBF)/demand (metabolism) balance or imbalance (see Fig. 32 ) .
Preliminary studies using a single-breath inhala tion of 1502 and dynamic PCT requirements have been reported by Raichle et aI . (1981a) . This ap proach does not have the advantage of the previ ously discussed steady-state approach for multiple measurements, but it probably has a more linear response between Q and CMR02 and a lower radia tion dose to the trachea and lungs .
Protein Synthesis
An approach reported by Smith et aI . (1980) il lustrates yet another way of improving the speci ficity and accuracy of a tracer method that can be applied to PCT . The method involves labeling L leucine with carbon-14 in the carboxyl position . When leucine enters the tissue pre curser pool, it is a substrate for both amino acid metabolism and pro tein synthesis (Fig . 14) . However, the step after transamination is the decarboxylation of the labeled ketoacid. This removes the carbon-14 in the form of labeled carbon dioxide, which is diluted in the large carbon dioxide/bicarbonate pool of the brain and cleared by blood flow . The labeled carbon dioxide is further cleared from the body through the lungs . Essentially, this provides a shunt of the metabolic pathway to leave most of the residual tissue activity in labeled proteins at later times after injection .
The rapid decrease of labeled leucine in plasma to a relatively constant and low concentration (even more rapid than DO), a relatively rapid membrane transport and turnover rate of the precursor pool, and the end product in a large pool with a slow turnover rate (i.e., protein pool) , result in a model ing environment very similar to and containing the estimation advantages of Sokoloff s DG model. The more detailed description of the rate , magnitude , and kinetics of the compartmentally separated, larger amino acid pool, metabolism versus protein synthe sis, and breakdown of proteins that might provide a second input of leucine (i.e., in addition to plasma) to the precursor pool are being investigated by Smith et al. (personal communication) . These in vestigators are using direct biochemical assays of the kinetic changes in the specific activities of leucine and its metabolic or synthesis products. The studies will better define the model and allow ap propriate approximations in the operational equa tion. Comar et al . (1976) have synthesized llC-L methionine, and Bustany et al . (198 1) have investi gated its use for the estimation of protein synthesis. Although methionine is labeled in the methyl group and the kinetics will reflect both amino acid metab olism and protein synthesis, they have developed an initial model (assuming metabolic rate = 0) and applied the method to studies in normal subjects and in patients with phenylketonuria and dementia. The value reported fo r the global rate of incorpora tion of L-methionine into proteins (assuming methi onine is not metabolized to a significant degree) in three normal subjects was 0.21 ± 0.04 nmollminlg (Bustany et aI ., 1981) . The ratio of this value (0.21) to the incorporation rate of leucine (0 .63) is about 1:3, which is consistent with the average ratio of methionine to leucine in brain proteins (Yoshino and Elliott, 1970) .
APPLICATIONS OF CEREBRAL PCT
Despite the relatively recent development of PCT, many of the principles and methods described above have already been applied to both fu nda mental studies of normal cerebral fu nction and clinical questions involving pathological alterations of fu nction. PCT affords the investigator and the clinician the opportunity to examine quantitatively BLOOD TISSUE Protein (,,) r" �oo ' " .� """,""" " .,,
14. Schematic illustration of leucine pathways for pro tein synthesis and metabolism. Description neglects com partmentalization of tissue leucine (i.e., small and large com partments). Decarboxylation of the ketoacid is the step that removes radioactive carbon when leucine is labeled in the "1" position (i.e., remainder of products are unlabeled and labeled CO2 diffuses out of the tissue).
physiological fu nctions as well as the anatomical distribution of such activity. Studies in normal subjects allow for the noninva sive and three-dimensional investigation of func tional "resting" states, in addition to sensory , motor, and behavioral responses to specific tasks. Such data are essential in defining the neuroana tomical location and response characteristics of the normal brain and serve as a necessary prelude to fu ture studies of pathological states and patterns of recovery that functional brain systems undergo in their response to injury .
Initial studies of brain pathology using these techniques have fo cused on the major clinical diagnostic problems of neurological disease. The general areas include cerebral vascular disease, dementia, seizure disorders , degenerative diseases, and neoplasms. Following is a review of the prelimi nary findings fr om such studies using PCT in both clinical and basic brain research. The data not only demonstrate the fe asibility of such investigations but have already provided new insights into the fu nctional activity of the brain in both normal and pathological states.
Studies in Normal Subjects
Normal data from PCT images have been re ported for a number of physiological variables pre viously described. Such data can be divided into two broad categories: anatomical distributions of tracer activity in the images, and quantitative values for specific physiological functions, along with their variations , in normal subjects. Both the qualitative appearance and quantitative values for specific brain regions will depend on a number of specific parameters. Such considerations include (1) the final image resolution of the tomograph (Hoffman et aI ., 1979; Mazziotta et ai . 1981b) , (2) the size and shape of the structure , (3) the signal-to-noise ratio of the image , (4) the method of attenuation correc tion (Huang et aI ., 1981a) , (5) the tracer concentra tions in the structure of interest relative to the con centrations in surrounding structures, (6) subject age (Kuhl et aI ., 1982a) , (7) the ambient test condi tions under which the study was performed (Phelps et aI., 1981d; Mazziotta et aI ., 1981a Mazziotta et aI ., , 1982a , and (8) the accuracy and reproducibility of the tracer kinetic parameter estimates. Because of these factors , im ages of identical brain cross sections will vary w ith the use of different tomographs, labeled tracers , and test conditions. Improvements in image resolution will result in
diminished partial volume effects (Mazziotta et aI ., 1981b) , better substructure delineation, and higher gray:white matter ratios. The values obtained for a given structure are also influenced by the bound aries used to define its limits. Large overall struc tural outlines give mean object value s and low gray:white matter ratios, while small centralized pixel selections produce minimum (white matter) and maximum (gray matter) values and therefore high gray:white ratios. Ambiguity in structure boundaries (e.g., functional cortical regions) and difficulties in repositioning subjects for fo llowup studies (Bergstrom et aI ., 1981; Mazziotta et aI ., 1982c) can also add to the variations in the mea sured absolute PCT values.
Local Cerebral Metabolic Rate fo r Glucose
The first values for human LCMRGlc were re ported by Reivich et ai . (1979b) Kuhl et ai . (1980b) , and Mazziotta et ai . (198 1a, 1982a) , and are included in Table 5 along with analogous values obtained fr om animal studies using 1 4 C_ DG . These values agree well with previous global values obtained using the Kety-Schmidt (1948) method (3 1 ± 7 /Lmol glucose/min/ IOO g, n = 95) . Using the previously described methods for the calculation of LCMRGlc with FDG, a precision of ±5% (1 SD) for the measurement of LCMRGlc (1.5 cm 2 ) for multiple studies in a single setting and ± 12% (1 SD, n = 14) for paired studies separated by 1-8 days have been documented (Phelps et aI ., 1979b, 198 1d) . In addition, data on LCMRGlc for normal sub jects examined from the second through seventh decades reported by Kuhl et ai. (1982a ) suggest a definite but mild decrease (mean decrease, 24%) in metabolic rates with aging. The rate of decline with age was greater than that noted for mean oxygen utilization (Frackowiak et aI ., 1980; Lammertsma et aI ., 1981a) , possibly due to altered pathways for glucose utilization or the use of alternate substrates for brain metabolism with increasing age . While the relative pattern of cortical LCMRGlc remained constant with age , the frontal cortex did have a rel- Fig. 15 . These images were obtained with the ECA T II (Phelps et aI ., 1978a) PCT device (resolution = 16 x 16 x 18 mm) and can be compared with the LCMRGlc images in Fig. 16 obtained using the higher resolution NeuroECAT (resolution = 8.4 x 8.4 x 13.4 mm) (Hoffman et aI ., 1981; Phelps et aI., 1981b ; Williams et aI., 1981) .
Local Cerebral Metabolic Rate fo r Oxygen and Cerebral Blood Flow
An image demonstrating the distribution of LCMR02 fo llowing continuous inhalation of 150_ labeled oxygen is shown in Fig. 17 . The distribution of metabolic activity is similar to that demonstrated for glucose metabolism in Figs . 15 and 16 . The first values for normal oxygen metabolism, extraction fraction, and LCBF obtained using positron imaging techniques were determined from two-dimensional positron studies at the Massachusetts General Hos pital (Alpert et aI., 1977 ) (CBF = 40-80 cc/mini l00 g, CMR02 = 174 �mol 02/mini 100 g and OEF = 0.6). Normal values for tomographic ally obtained images (Frackowiak et aI ., 1980) are in the range of values fo und using Kety-Schmidt methods (156 ± 15 �mol 02/mini l00 g, n = 157) . The same workers grouped the local values of CBF, OEF, and CMR02 into two categories of gray and white matter (gray: CBF = 65 ml/mini l00 ml, LOEF = 0.49, LCMR02 = 259 �mol/mini l00 ml; white: LCBF = 21, LOEF = 0.48, LCMR02 = 80, n = 14). Changes in CBF and CMR02 have been noted with increasing age by Frackowiak et aI . (1980) and Lammertsma et aI. (1981a) . They demonstrated a decrease in CBF and CMR02 fr om the second to the seventh decades in gray matter and relatively little FIG. 15 . Complete set of FDG-PCT im ages demonstrating local cerebral glu cose metabolism in a normal, resting subject. Images are approximately 8 mm apart and parallel to the cantho-meatal (CM) line throughout the brain (num bers on images are distance from CM line). These images were obtained with the ECAT II PCT system. Anatomical details include the internal capsule, deep gray matter structures including the thalamus and basal ganglia, as well as the cerebral cortex and structures of the posterior fossa. Compare this set of images (in terms of spatial resolution) with those in Fig. 16 change in white matter. While CBF and CMR02 showed a parallel fall with age in gray matter, the latter tended to plateau at a value of 178 tLmol O2/ min/ l00 g by the fifth decade (Frackowiak , 1980) .
Images obtained from normal volunteers studied by either single-breath inhalation (Fig. 18) 1978 ; Baron et aI ., 1979a) of 150-labeled carbon diox ide images of CBF are very similar in appearance and also closely parallel the distribution of activity seen for either oxygen or glucose metabolism. Values from normal subjects using continuous inhalation of 1 50-labeled carbon dioxide are available for more lo calized regions (Baron et aI ., 1979a, 198 1f) as shown in Table 6 . Values of LCBF fr om a single-breath FIG. 16 . Complete set of FDG-PCT im ages from a normal subject, demon strating LCMRGlc. These images were obtained at 8-mm intervals parallel to the cantho-meatal plane with the NeuroECAT system image spatial reso lution of 8.4 x 8.4 x 13.5 mm. The two images in the lower right hand corner are rectilinear images of the same sub ject obtained prior to the tomographic study. The NeuroECAT provides iden tification of the position of the tomo graphic planes, and superimposition of their locati on on the rectilinear image. These features and the tilting capability of the gantry allow for orienting the head in the true axial plane and select ing appropriate tomographic levels. At this spatial resolution, the convolutions of the cortical ribbon are clearly de lineated, as are the subcortical struc tures including the thalamus, caudate, and the putamen-globus pallidus com plex. Both the posterior and anterior limbs of the internal capsule are visu alized. Substructures of the posterior fossa are visible and include the brain stem and the substructures of the cere bellum, such as the cerebellar cortex, vermis, and dentate nuclei. Courtesy of M. E. Phelps, E. J. Hoffman, J. C. Maz ziotta, et ai., UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
inhalation of 150-labeled carbon dioxide are shown in Table 3 (Huang et al ., 1981b) .
Cerebral Blood Volume
Examples of CBV images following a single-breath inhalation (Phelps et al ., 1976a (Phelps et al ., , 1979c Grubb et FIG. 17. Normal. cross-sectional images demon strating cerebral blood flow (CBFl. oxygen me tabolism (CMR02). oxygen extraction ratio (OER). and cerebral blood volume (CBV). These studies were obtained with the ECAT II PCT system using the oxygen-15 steady-state inhalation technique. N ote that the distribution of CBF and CMR02 closely parallels that seen in the images of CMRGlc (Figs. 15 and 16 ) and CBF obtained using the single-breath inhalation technique (Fig. 18) al ., 1978) of l I C-Iabeled carbon monoxide to pro duce llC-carboxyhemoglobin are shown in Fig. 19 . Obtained with the NeuroECAT PCT device, the im ages demonstrate vascular anatomy of arterial , capillary , and venous structures . Using a system with this resolution (Hoffman et al ., 1981; Phelps et al ., 198 1b ; Williams et al ., 1981) , one is able to see FIG. 18 . Complete set of tranverse images with the NeuroECAT. illustrati ng CBF obtai ned in a normal volu nteer following inhalation of a single breath of C1 502• Gray matter having the highest CBF values is seen most prominently in these images. Despite the short time avai l able to obtain counts during such mea surements. a high deg ree of anatomical detail i s present both in the cortical and subcortical structures. The short time frame of such studies makes this technique well-suited to performing sequential studies on normal indi viduals during specific behavioral tasks as well as on patients with pathological disorders. Courtesy of S. C. Huang Because fu nctional anatomy is revealed in PCT images , the effects of sensory stimulation and motor activity can be examined in human subjects. Such studies demonstrate the capacity of PCT methods to confirm the stimulus -response characteristics of FIG. 19 . Complete set of transverse images with the NeuroECAT, demonstrating CBV obtained in a normal individual following the single-breath inhalation of C150. Images of CBV demonstrate most prominently the large blood vessels of the brain. In the upper row of images, the most prominent structure is the superior sagittal sinus, demonstrated in both the anterior and posterior midline of each image. The middle row of images demonstrates the same structures, as well as the CBV from large vessels appearing laterally in the sylvian fissures. In the center two images, the prominent, long, midline structure represents the composite of the great cerebral veins, vein of Galen, the inferior sagittal sinus, and the straight sinus. The image on the far right in the middle row is at the level of the Circle of Willis and demonstrates the termination point of the internal carotid arteries, the proximal portions of the middle and anterior cerebral arteries, as well as the posterior cerebral arteries surrounding the brain stem. The bottom row of images illustrates the venous sinu�es at the base of the brai n, the large curved transverse sinuses in the posterior portion (second image from left), the sigmoid sinuses, and jugular bulb, seen most prominently in the right-hand images of the bottom row. Gray scale is proportional to CBV, with black being the highest. Courtesy of M. E. Phelps, E. J. Hoffman, et ai., UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
FIG. 20.
Two sets of images from a normal individual studied with FDG to measure local cerebral glucose metabolic rates in two states of sensory deprivation. Lower set of images was obtained when the subject had his ears closed with rubber stoppers and covered with soundproof headphones but with eyes open. This set of images demonstrates left/right sym metry throughout. The upper row of images demonstrates the same subject studied with both auditory input occlusion and light-excluding eye patches. Asymmetry is seen in this state, with the right side being relatively hypometabolic, compared to the left. Studies such as these demonstrate that ambient conditions can affect the magnitude and pattern of distribution of metabolic activity in PCT images. Courtesy of J. C. Mazziotta, M. E. Phelps, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA. the brain previously revealed by neurophysiological techniques in animals. In the fu ture, these types of stimulation studies may provide a means of study ing fu nctional recovery of cerebral processes fol lowing injury . With the exception of the motor sys te m, all of the fo llowing stimulation and deprivation studies were performed with FDG to determine LCMRGIc.
Sensory Deprivation
While left-right symmetry has been reported for most normal subjects in ambient (eyes and ears open) test conditions (Reivich et aI ., 1979b ; Kuhl et aI., 1980a,b; Mazziotta et aI ., 1981a) , some normal subjects have demonstrated relative left-sided hypermetabolism (Finklestein et aI ., 1980) and sen sory deprivation has resulted in left > right asymmetries. (Mazziotta et aI ., 1982a) . In an attempt to determine the effects of different types of sensory deprivation on the LCMRGIc landscape, Mazziotta, Phelps and coworkers (Mazziotta et aI ., 1982a) per formed selective or combined fo rced visual and/or auditory deprivations in right-handed, normal subjects. Left-right symmetry was fo und in six subjects with their eyes closed and patched but having exposed ears . The same result was obtained with the ears plugged, covered with soundproof headphones, and with eyes open (n = 7) . However, when both types of sensory occlusions were used in combination (n = 9) , significant right-sided hypometabolism was noted (Fig. 20) . The most involved areas were the inferior prefrontal , posterior superior temporal, and associative visual cortex. From the absolute mea surements of LCMRGIc , the asymmetries appeared to be caused by significantly greater metabolic de pressions of these regions in the right hemisphere with progressive sensory deprivation. The asym metries were small (3-7%) but significant (0.05 > p > 0.01) and are in contrast with the left-right sym metry fo und in less sensory-deprived states (Ieft right = 1 .01 ± 0.03) (Kuhl et aI ., 198Ob ; Mazziotta et aI ., 198 1a , 1982a) .
These results may reflect basic anatomical and fu nctional differences between the two cerebral hemispheres, specifically in the perisylvian regions. Possible explanations include (1) selective tuning of language cortex in the left hemisphere for potential verbal inputs , (2) residual verbal-based cognitive processes unmasked with diminished sensory in puts, (3) left-sided cerebral dominance for con sciousness, (4) anatomical asymmetries unmasked at low LCMRGIc levels, and (5) reduced vigilance and monitoring of sensory inputs of the right hemi spheres. The exact cause of such metabolic asym metries remains to be proven. The results, how ever, do emphasize the need to specify ambient test conditions and interpret results accordingly. This criterion is true both in studies of normals and in patients with neuropathology.
In addition to the asymmetries that appeared during sensory deprivation, a progressive decrease in global CMRGIc over about a 5-cm axial section (i.e., sum of PCT images) centered about the basal ganglia occurred as sensory inputs were sequentially removed (Mazziotta et aI ., 1982a) . These reductions were most marked in the posterior regions and there fore resulted in a relative hypermetabolism in the fr ontal regions.
O. M.
3.6 4. 4   FIG. 21 . FOG-PCT images of cerebral glucose metabolic rate in three states of visual activity. In the eyes-closed state, subjects had their eyes covered with light-excluding patches. In the white light test condition (eyes open), subjects looked at a plain white light binocularly (570 lux), and in the set of images titled "complex scene," the subjects were allowed to view the scene in a local park. The primary visual cortex is seen in the midline of the occipital lobes and the associative visual cortex on the dorsal lat eral surface of the occipital lobes, bilaterally. There is a progressive increase in the activity of both of these structures with increasing com p lexity of the visual inputs, as shown in Fig. 22 . Reprinted with permission (phelps et aI., 1981d).
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Visual System
The initial study of the metabolic response of the visual system to stimulation was reported by Reivich et aI. (1979a) using both full-and half-field stimuli (black and white lines) . With full-field stimulation, increases of 23% in LCMRGlc were re ported for the visual cortex. Half-field stimulations resulted in asymmetries of 8 ± 3.0% (Greenberg et aI ., 1981) and 15-20% (Reivich et aI ., 1979a ) with the higher value in the visual cortex contralateral to the field of stimulation.
In studies performed by Phelps et aI . (1981a,d) where the complexity of the visual stimulus was varied rather than the field of stimulation, LCMRGlc of the visual cortex increased as stimulus complexity increased (Fig. 21) . For example, LCMRGlc increased from eyes closed to stimula tion with binocular white light, to monocular, then binocular stimulation with black and white check erboard patterns, and finally to viewing an outdoor scene (Fig. 22) . The rate of increase for the higher order associative visual cortex was greater than for the primary visual cortex. In addition, LCMRGlc values for the right and left visual cortices in all states (closed and stimulated, monocular and binocular) were symmetric, confirming a 50% fu nc tional input fr om each eye to both visual cortic�s.
Visual stimulation studies have also been re ported in patients with lesions of the visual pathway (Phelps et aI., 1981d; Reivich et aI ., 1981) . When the lesions were in the visual cortex itself, PCT images Fig. 23 ). Note also that the higher order, as sociative visual cortex (AVC) increases at a greater rate as scene complexity increases when compared with the primary visual cortex (PVC). Data for each segmental increase are significant (p < 0.05 for white light to one-eye, and one-eye to two-eye checkerboard stimulation; p < 0.01 for the others for the PVC; and p < 0.01 for AVC), except for the AVC between one-and two-eye stimulations, which are not significantly different. Reprinted with permission (Phelps et aI., 1981d) . FIG. 23 . FOG-PCT study of a patient with homonymous hemianopsia resulting from Herpes encephalitis four years prior to the st udy. The x-ray CT image demonstrates a structural abnormality that involves the optic radiations on the left side but spares the occipital cortex. The PCT study demonstrates the structural lesion and, in addition, shows the functional deactivation of the occipital cortex ipsilateral to the lesion. This functional deactivation has also been demonstrated in patients with stroke and tumors, as discussed in the text. Reprinted with permission (Phelps et aI., 1981d) .
revealed the appropriate fu nctional deficit earlier and in more cases than did x-ray CT. In studies of patients with lesions of the visual pathway (optic radiations , thalamus , optic nerves) but in which the visual cortex itself was structurally intact (by x-ray CT) , fu nctional LCMRGlc deficits in visual cortex were demonstrated (Fig. 23) . Lastly , subjects with seizure fo ci in their visual cortex exhibited field deficits interictally with reduced LCMRGlc on the appropriate side . Ictally , visual hallucinations produced (Fig. 24) large increases (1.7-2.5 times con tralateral values) in LCMRGlc of the visual cortex (Phelps et aI ., 198 1d) .
Thus, for the human visual system, stimulus metabolic response characteristics include: (1) in creasing LCMRGlc that varies with the stimulus complexity, (2) equal cortical fu nctional inputs from each eye to each visual cortex, and (3) excellent clinical -PCT correlations of visual pathway lesions both within and outside the visual cortex. homonymous hemianopsia. Ictally (right), the subject experienced visual halluci nations and progressed to left focal motor activity. This image demonstrates a dramatic increase in the metabolic rate of the same structures (arrows), which were hypometabolic in the interictal state. Reprinted with permission (Phelps et aI., 1981d) . FIG. 25 . Two sets of images from two different nor mal subjects studied with FDG to determine LCMRGlc in a control (top row) and auditory stimulated state (bottom row). The images were ob tained with the NeuroECAT. The top row of images was obtained from a subject with no auditory stimu lation. The bottom row was obtained from a second subject listening to a factual story monaurally. Note the activation of the pri mary auditory cortex situated bilaterally in the posterior transverse, temporal corti cal zone. The left-right asymmetries closely parallel known anatomical asymmetries for these areas in the human brain (i.e., the region on the left is larger, wedge-shaped, and more posterior than its counterpart on the right). Note also in the lowest plane (bottom right image), activation of the hip pocampus during the verbal task. The subject was instructed to remember specific phrases of the au ditory stimulus material (a Sherlock Holmes story) and told that he would be paid in proportion to his performance on an examination following the stimulation task. Reprinted with permission (Mazziotta et aI., 1982b).
Auditory System
Initial metabolic studies of the auditory system performed by Reivich et ai . (1979a) and Alavi et ai . (198 1) used a monaurally presented factual story . fhis stimulus produced 20 -25% increases in LCMRGlc in the entire right temporal lobe regard less of the ear stimulated. This was true whether the story was meaningful or non-meaningful (foreign language). In six subjects who listened monaurally (3 left, 3 right) to the factual story, Greenberg et ai .
(198 1) fo und a 7.0 ± 2.5% LCMRGlc asymmetry for the temporal cortex with the higher value consis tently contralateral to the ear stimulated.
In contrast to the above studies, Mazziotta et ai . (1982b) demonstrated that the stimulus content rather than the side of stimulation determined the site of greatest fu nctional activation. Right-handed subjects were monaurally presented with either a fac tual story or one of two types of non-verbal stimuli. All studies were compared to control images obtained in the same subject with ears plugged and covered with soundproof headphones. Regardless of the stimulus employed, the distribution of LCMRGlc in the PCT images accurately demonstrated known anatomical asymmetries of the temporal lobes (Fig.  25) . Verbal stimuli produced diffuse left-sided (frontal , temporal) metabolic asymmetries, left thalamic activation, and bilateral transverse, and posterior temporal cortical activations. Non-verbal stimuli with chords produced diffu se right-sided ac tivations and asymmetries as well as bilateral in-
ferior parietal activation. Non-verbal stimuli con sisting of tone sequences produced metabolic re sponses that correlated with the strategy analysis employed by the subject. Individuals who used highly analytical strategies ("I saw bar graphs of the frequencies in my mind") and were musically sophisticated had temporal asymmetries greater in the left as compared with the right side. On the other hand, subjects using non-analytical strategies ("I just re-sang it") and who were musically naive, had diffuse right-sided activations and asymmetries. Thus, auditory stimulations resulted in changes that varied with the content of the stimulation and the analysis strategy. These results (Fig. 26) suggest that PCT images , when combined with appropriate experimental paradigms, have the potential to explore high-level mental processes related to sen sory information processing.
Somatosensory System
All currently reported studies of this system were performed using FDG to measure LCMRGlc (Rievich et aI., 1979a ; Alavi et aI ., 1981; Greenberg et aI ., 1981) . In these studies, the tactile stimulus consisted of rapid, light stroking of the fingers and hand unilaterally with a brush. The stimulus caused the contralateral post-central cortex to reach higher values of LCMRGlc (9 ± 10.2%, p > 0. 1) (Green berg et aI ., 198 1) than the ipsilateral cortex. This asymmetry was appropriate to the hand regions of the sensory homonculus but did not reach statistical significance. In this state, subjects demonstrated diffuse activations of both posterior temporal and frontal lobes. The verbal sti mulation consisted of a monaural presentation of the Sherlock Holmes story alone and resulted in diffuse left-sided activity, with the frontal lobe activity greater on the left and bilateral posterior temporal and left temporal occipital activations. The responses to nonverbal auditory stimuli are also shown. The timbre tested required subjects to identify chords that differed only in harmonic composition. All subjects had diffuse right-sided activations and asymmetries, and bilateral inferior parietal activations. Nonverbal stimulation with tone sequences resulted in activations dependent on the subject's analysis strategy. Musical sophistication and/or use of highly analytical strateg ies produced left-sided asymmetries, whereas subjects who were musically naive and used nonanalytical strategies had diffuse right-sided activations similar to the timbre test. All results were statistically significant (p < 0.05 or better) . Color scale is proportional to LCMRGlc, with red being the highest. Reprinted with permisSion (Mazziotta et aI., 1982b) .
Motor System
A single study of motor activation using PCT methods has been reported by Roland et al . (198 1) . Using krypton-77 inhalation and complicated finger movements of one hand, ten subjects were exam ined for changes in LCBF. The results demon strated contralateral increases in LCBF as com pared to the ipsilateral side (23% versus 0.5%). These changes occurred in the hand area of the sensory-motor cortex. Bilateral increases in LCBF were reported for the supplementary motor cortex and the basal ganglia as well .
Cerebral Vascular Disease
Traditional approaches to neurological imaging in the study of cerebral vascular disease have fo cused on structural abnormalities as tools in diagnosis . The applications of angiography and x-ray CT to the study of cerebral vascular disease have produced new insights into the structural processes that ac company clinical syndromes. An understanding of the mechanisms that influence the acute and chronic responses of the brain to cerebral vascular insults , however, requires physiological informa tion. Knowledge of the pathophysiological manifes-tation of specific stroke syndromes in individual pa tients , when combined with clinical data pertaining to outcome , provides the best opportunity for un derstanding the mechanisms that accompany stroke and for designing specific therapies for its ameliora tion.
Noninvasive neurological imaging techniques that preceded PCT and provide information on CBF include xenon-133 flow studies (Obrist et aI ., 1975) , and dynamic x-ray CT studies using either stable xenon (Drayer et aI ., 1980) or intravenous iodinated contrast material (Drayer et aI ., 1979) . The application of PCT methods to cerebral vas cular disease was among the initial uses of the method. Data thus far collected provide informa tion on LCMR02, LCMRGlc, LCBF, and LOEF in pathological tissue by the use of appropriate trac ers and kinetic models within the limits described above for each technique. Already, information is available that demonstrates the potential of PCT to (1) place ischemic brain tissue into viable and non viable categories, (2) examine the relationships between flow, anaerobic, and aerobic metabolism, (3) predict the structural outcome fr om images of acute stroke patients , (4) monitor the effects of ce rebral revascularization surgery, and (5) determine the distant functional cerebral effects of localized cerebral vascular damage .
Blood Flow and Oxygen Utilization
The earliest experience using PCT methods to study acute and chronic ischemic stroke comes fr om the work of Ackerman et al . (1979 Ackerman et al . ( , 1980 Ackerman et al . ( , 1981a at the Massachusetts General Hospital . Ackerman (198 1) has recently summarized this work and demonstrates that (1) PCT reveals pathophysiological changes that anticipate struc tural changes ; (2) CBF data is difficult to interpret without data on metabolism; (3) metabolic alter ations are uniform in the ischemic zone while CBF changes evolve in a more heterogeneous fashion; (4) non-nutritional or luxury (in excess of metabolic needs) CBF occurs in two phases (an early phase probably due to dysfunctional autoregulation and a later phase that is related to the pathoanatomical evolution of infarction) ; and (5) tissue viability can be predicted using the metabolic PCT data relative to CBF.
With regard to LCBF values, a number of pat terns have emerged. Most significant is the fact that LCBF can vary significantly from hyper-to hypo perfusional states, both between subjects and
within a given subject at different times in the clini cal course (Ackerman et aI ., 1981a) . The flow pat terns often demonstrate a heterogeneous distribu tion of values in the region of the infarct. Instances when LCBF is in excess of metabolic needs, the phenomenon of "luxury perfusion" originally ob served by Lassen (1966) , are typically seen early in the time-course of ischemic symptoms . These intervals of luxury perfusion can be divided into two time periods. The initial occurrence appears acutely fo llowing the stroke ictus and seems to be a failure of normal cerebral vascular autoregulation (Acker man, 198 1) and is associated with normal structural integrity of the tissue. The second phase of luxury perfusion is noted between 10 and 20 days post injury and is best correlated with the pathological phenomenon of capillary hyperplasia and is always associated with infarction (Ackerman et aI ., 1979 (Ackerman et aI ., , 1980 (Ackerman et aI ., , 1981a . Baron et al . (198 1b ) have compared LCBF with LOEF values and demonstrated two types of focal disruptions in the normal flow-metabolism couple . In a series of 45 ischemic cerebral vascular disease patients , luxury perfusion occurred in 82% . In these cases, LCBF was in excess of metabolic demands for oxygen, as demonstrated by decreased LOEF. This mismatch occurred in ischemic areas less than 31 days old, and was fo und whether LCBF was increased (14% of the cases), normal (34% of cases), or decreased (52% of cases) , compared with normal values. The second type of flow-metabolism mis match was described for 18% of the 45 cases, in ischemic zones less than 14 days fo llowing the onset of ischemic symptoms, and in all cases less than 3 days old (n = 3). In this situation, LCBF was al ways decreased and LOEF increased, indicating in sufficient flow to meet oxygen demands, and has been termed '"misery-perfusion" (Baron et aI., 1981h) . In older infarcts (more than 30 days), LCBF was consistently decreased while LOEF was usu ally normal or slightly depressed (Baron et aI., 1978) . In cases of transient ischemic attacks or lacunar infarcts , LCBF and LOEF were normal .
Thus , less variable and perhaps more diagnosti cally reliable parameters to use in studying ischemic stroke appear to be LOEF and LCMR02 (Fig. 27 ) (Baron et al ., 1979b ; Lenzi et aI., 1978 Lenzi et aI., , 1981b . Local brain areas demonstrating a decreased LCMR02 or increased LOEF in PCT images corre late with clinical findings , anticipate the ultimate site of structural deficit earlier than x-ray CT, and are more consistently accurate than alterations in LCBF parameters (Ackerman et aI ., 1981a) . De- Cerebral blood flow (CBF), oxygen extraction fraction (OEF), and oxygen utilization (CMR02) measured using the oxygen-15 continuous inhalation technique in a patient with cerebral vascular disease. Clinically, the patient demonstrated 910bal aphasia, apraxia, and right homonymous hemianopsia without motor or sensory deficits. X-ray CT showed a left middle Cerebral artery territory infarct sparing the motor cortex, as demonstrated on day 25. An angiogram demonstrated occlusion of the left internal left carotid artery. PCT studies were obtai ned on days 4, 11, and 86 following the onset of symptoms. Values indicated in the figure are as follows: CBF, ml/min/100g ; OEF, percentage values; and CMR02 , ml of oxygen/min/100g. Within the structural area of the infarct, blood flow was very low on day 4, but oxygen metabolism was even more depressed , as evidenced b y the lower OEF value relative to the remainder of the brain ("luxury perfusion"). On day 11, there was focal hyperemia with conti nuing "luxury perfusion," the OEF being about half the contralateral value, and oxygen metabolism, although improved, was still red uced. On day 86, both blood flow and oxygen metabolism reached very low values in the infarcted area and were essentially coupled. Such studies can be used to grade and classify various ischemic cerebral reg ions and could be helpful in b oth diagnostic and therapeutic decisions, as discussed in the text. pression of LCMR02 correlates with the site of tissue injury as determined by x-ray CT for lesions �2.5 cm 2 • Initial reports by Lenzi et al . (198 1a ) de scribe the threshold value of 58 ILmol 02/minJ lOO ml for LCMR02, which predicts a poor clinical out come and , presumably , non viability of metabol ically damaged tissue. Conversely, higher LCMR02 values are associated with good clinical outcomes. LCMR02 depressions have been detected as early as 24 -48 h after the ictus (Ackerman et aI ., 198 1b) and therefore could be used as parameters to guide and fo llow early interventions in stroke manage ment. Concomitant use of LOEF and LCMR02 plus LCBF data allows one to determine relative metabolic -perfusional states and the relationships be tween LCBF and aerobic metabolism. In addition, such data could determine whether the etiology of the patient's symptoms is primarily an alteration in blood supply, metabolic demand, or both. The use of these physiological parameters may permit the classification of patients in treatment categories. Ackerman et al . (1981b) have suggested that regions with low LCBF and relatively normal LCMR02 values represent ischemic areas with viable tissue that would benefit from increased perfusion. Such data could aid in the selection of patient candidates fo r endarterectomy or extracranial-intracranial bypass procedures (Yamamoto et aI ., 1979; Baron et aI ., 198 1d, e) . Patients with intermediate depres-sions in LCMR02 have viable , though metabolically damaged, brain tissue that might benefit from ma neuvers designed to minimize cerebral metabolic demands (Ackerman et aI ., 1981h) . On the other hand, patients with profound decreases in LCMR02, below a threshold value for viability, would only be candidates for more conservative therapies. Following classification, fo llow-up PCT studies could monitor the effects of attempted interventions.
Blood Flow and Glucose Metaholism
Relative cerebral perfusion and LCMRGlc have been reported in ten patients by Kuhl et aI . (1980b) , in eight patients by Hawkins et al . (198 1) , and in six patients by Phelps et aI . (198 1d) as determined by the use of N -13 ammonia and FDG. Such studies of LCMRGlc in stroke patients performed with adher ence to the previously described limits in tracer ki netic model parameters , can provide insight into patterns of anaerobic glycolysis in ischemic tissue (Fig. 28) . When used in conjunction with LCBF and LCMR02, a more complete picture of tissue energy supply -demand balance and the stoichiometry of substrates can be characterized. Results utilizing LCBF and LCMRGlc demonstrate a pattern of flow and metabolism that, like the data for oxygen con sumption, varies with time . Metabolic lesions are typically much larger than those seen with x-ray CT and appeared to extend to normal neural projection areas distant from the primary lesion. At early times ( .;;: 2 days) fo llowing the ictus, LCMRGlc is less de pressed than perfusion, although both are decreased
FIG. 28. Cerebral glucose metabolism in a subject with an ischemic infarct. X-ray CT demonstrates a deep basal ganglia infarct on the right side. FDG PCT study demonstrates a larger area of hypometabolism than the structural defect would suggest. In the metabolic image, not only is the right basal ganglia involved in its entirety but there is ip silateral depression in the LCMRGlc of the thalamus (vertical arrow) and of a zone of cortex (horizontal arrow). Re printed with permission (Kuhl et aI., 1981). relative to the contralateral side (Kuhl et aI., 1980h) . At two weeks, relative hyperperfusion occurs , accom panied by decreases in LCMRGlc . The increased perfusion is prominent in the borders of the dam aged brain tissue (i.e., outside the area of altered blood -brain barrier as seen on 99mTc-pertechnetate single-photon CT images). In studies performed two months or more after the onset of symptoms, matched depression of LCMRGlc and perfusion occur in regions of structural damage , as seen on x-ray CT images .
LCMRGlc studies have also been performed to examine clinical -metabolic correlations in aphasic stroke patients by Metter et aI. (1981a Metter et aI. ( ,h, 1982 . These studies again demonstrate that deficits in met abolic activity are typically larger than those seen structurally on x-ray CT. In addition, metabolic de pression in the dominant parietal and/or posteriOi temporal cortex was associated with difficulties ir auditory comprehension, oral reading, naming, ane repetition. Examples were fo und of metabolic Ie· sions that could explain clinical symptoms despite normal x-ray CT studies. However, cases also wert reported having similar PCT results but quite differ· ent clinical syndromes. Careful correlation of the ambient test conditions (i.e., language activations) timing of the study fo llowing the stroke ictus, all( degree of post-stroke/pre-scan speech therapy an needed to fu rther characterize such disorders .
Blood Flow and Glucose Transport
Using HC-Iabeled CMG and PCT, Vyska et al (1981) and Heiss et al. (198 1) examined LCBF all( facilitated glucose transport in patients with isch emic cerebral vascular disease. In cases where clinical data suggested reversible ischemic events (transient ischemic attacks), CMG activity abnor malities occupied larger areas than shown by x-ray CT findings, and demonstrated in one case in creased and in three cases depressed CMG activity . Areas within infarcted brain, as determined by x-ray CT, revealed various patterns of transport and perfusion. For example , one patient had two large infarcts with one exhibiting relatively normal LCBF (0.5 mllmin/g) and diminished transport (0.08 �mollmin/g) . The adjacent non-infarcted cortex demonstrated increases in both of these parameters (1.05 mllminlg ; 0.84 jLmollminlg) .
The CMG-PCT findings in various types of isch emic cerebral vascular disease states show that it can demonstrate and separate LCBF and glucose transport. These parameters have already been shown to exhibit a wide variety of combinations in ischemic brain. When combined with measures of LCMR02 and LCMRGlc , a more complete picture of the pathophysiological steps that occur in isch emic brain tissues should emerge .
Distant Effects of Stroke (Diaschisis)
PCT studies are the first to demonstrate distant and presumed fu nctional defects in brain activity resulting fr om fo cal brain injury in patients. Five types of remote effects have been reported in stroke patients in areas without structural damage as de termined by x-ray CT. These include decreased ac tivity in (1) the thalamus ipsilateral to a cortical in farct (Kuhl et aI ., 1980b) ; (2) the cortex ipsilateral to a thalamic lesion (Metter et aI ., 1981b) ; (3) the hemi sphere contralateral to supratentorial infarcts (Lenzi et aI ., 1981a) ; (4) the cerebellar hemisphere contralateral to carotid distribution supratentorial infarcts (Baron et aI., 198 1a -c ; Lenzi et aI ., 1981a) ; an d (5) the visual cortex distal to retinal, optic nerve, thalamic or optic radiation lesions (Phelps et aI ., 198 1d) . In cases of reciprocal thalamo-cortical sup pression of the dominant hemisphere , a high cor relation occurred in patients having symptoms of aphasia (Metter et aI ., 1981a (Metter et aI ., ,b, 1982 . Patients with thalamic lesions had associated reductions (15%) in cortical values of LCMRGlc. In cases studied with contralateral supratentorial or cerebellar diaschisis, the results demonstrate matched depres sions of LCBF and LCMR02 at the distant site. Of patients with hemispheric infarcts, transhemispheric diaschisis occurred in 50% of the cases, with half of these having diffuse and half having fo cally symmetric regions of depressed LCMR02 (Lenzi et aI ., 1981a) .
Findings in patients with contralateral or "crossed cerebellar" diaschisis have been described by Baron et aI. (1981a -c) to have (1) very fr equent but not constant occurrence in recent carotid territory infarcts, (2) decreasing incidence as a fu nction of time after stroke onset, and (3) significant correla tion with the presence of hemiparesis. Some reports claim its presence fo llowing large left hemispheric as well as deep small capsular infarcts (Baron et aI ., 1981c) , while others (Lenzi et aI ., 1981a) did not demonstrate this finding with the smaller lesions. Such fu nctional, distant effects so far have only been demonstrated in man by the use of PCT and may explain symptoms of stroke patients for which no pathological correlates have been fo und using more conventional imaging methods. Similar distant or remote effects of fo cal lesions have been de scribed in patients with intracerebral tumors (Di Chiro et aI ., 1981a) .
Pre-and Postoperative Surgical Evaluation
The selective staging of patients with patho physiological PCT criteria has already been dis cussed. This approach has proven successful in a select subgroup of patients , those undergoing ex tracranial-intracranial anastomosis (Grubb et aI ., 1979 ; Yamamoto et aI ., 1979; Baron et aI ., 1981d,e) . In studies using krypton-77 to measure LCBF (Yamamoto et aI ., 1979) or in studies using 1 50_ labeled compounds to measure LCBF and oxygen utilization (Baron et aI ., 198 1d, e) , PCT abnor malities correlated with clinical symptoms. Depres sions in blood flow were most marked in vascular watershed zones and LOEF was either increased or normal in these areas . In addition to correlating with clinical symptoms, PCT data consistently de lineated abnormalities within the territories of an giographically proven occluded vessels. Postopera tive reversal of pathophysiological abnormalities correlated with proven patency of the bypass graft as well as with clinical improvement.
Miscellaneous Is chemic Syndromes
Ischemic cerebral symptomatology is a well known consequence of vasospasm occurring in the context of cerebral angiography, migraine , and fol-lowing subarachnoid hemorrhage . Studies using PCT have been used to measure LCBF and LOEF in a patient with migrainous cerebral infarction (Bousser et aI ., 1980) . The results demonstrate a heterogeneous mixture of LCBF and LOEF mis matches in areas that correlated with clinical symptoms, as well as in adjacent and clinically asymptomatic zones. These findings represent the full spectrum of results previously described for ce rebral ischemia but they occurred simultaneously in one patient. Such results reflect the complex man ifestations demonstrated in such syndromes and the potential to study vascular headaches using PCT methods. In addition, non-tomographic methods (Montgomery et aI ., 198 1) have been used to study the vasospastic complications of subarachnoid hemorrhage and are presently being expanded to utilize PCT (Raichle , 1980) to fo llow such patients both prior to and fo llowing therapeutic interactions.
Seizure Disorders
Seizures are fu nctional brain disorders that often are without specifically demonstrable structural ab normalities. This fact has led to difficulties in categorizing and understanding the mechanisms underlying the human epilepsies. These same issues make the study of seizures ideally suited to the capabilities of PCT. PCT data on flow and metabo lism can provide information complementary to electrophysiological (EEG) studies. Such PCT studies can help to determine if the location of an electrical abnormality reflects the primary lesion or if it is propagated fr om another site. Similarly , electrical data can determine if an abnormality de tected by PCT has epileptogenic properties (Engel et aI ., 1982b) .
The most extensive experience with PCT in sei zure patients has been reported by Engel et aI . (1981 Engel et aI . ( , 1982a and Kuhl et aI . (1980a ) at Univer sity of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) on pa tients with partial complex seizures who were can didates fo r surgical treatment. These studies utilized FDG and N -13 ammonia to measure LCMRGlc and relative perfusion, and compared the results with patient symptoms , structural lesions (determined by x-ray CT, angiography, pneumoen cephalography, and surgical pathology) , and bat teries of electrophysiological tests including audio/ video/EEG telemetry (Engel et aI ., 1981) . Initial studies in 15 patients imaged interictally were re ported by Kuhl et al . (I 980a hypometabolism of 14-58% was demonstrated in 12 patients using the contralateral side for comparison. These areas correlated with the site of EEG spike activity and only three patients had x-ray CT ab normalities to account for their seizures. Three ictal studies in two patients were reported and demon strated focal increases in glucose metabolism of 82 -130%. The site of increased glucose metabolism correlated with both the EEG spike activity and the area of depressed LCMRGlc demonstrated in terictally (Fig, 29) , In all these studies, similar changes were observed for relative perfusion but of a lesser magnitude.
Reports by correlate elec trical and glucose metabolic results in terms of se verity and location of the abnormalities. The best correlations between PCT, EEG abnormalities, and surgical pathology were fo und for regions studied interictally that had fo cally depressed glucose me tabolism. These abnormalities correlated better with the absence or depression of normal electrical activity (i.e., slowing of normal rhythms) than with electrical evidence of hyperexcitability (spikes). They correlated with the site but not the severity of the electrical abnormality.
In studies where data pertaining to both PCT re sults and pathological specimens are available, sen sitivity and specificity information can be calculated (Engel et aI ., 1982c) . In a group of 25 patients who had LCMRGlc determinations prior to temporal lobectomy, 3 had normal PCT studies and 22 had fo cal temporal interictal hypometabolism. X-ray CT in this population was normal in 18, had lesions distant from the seizure fo cus/metabolic fo cus in 5, and demonstrated diffu se hemiatrophy on the side of the seizure fo cus in only 2. All 3 of the patients with normal PCT results were selected for surgery by non-PCT criteria and had normal surgical speci mens. Nineteen of the twenty-two patients with fo cal metabolic abnormalities had lesions in the surgical specimen that correlated with the site of the PCT lesion but were typically smaller in size when ex amined histologically, Three patients had normal brain specimens despite abnormal PCT studies. Two of these were imaged with depth electrodes in place. These electrodes may have altered local met abolic activity by inducing inflammation and/or edema, and subsequent studies on other patients were always performed without depth electrodes. The remaining patient with a discrepancy between the PCT and pathological findings had a posterior temporal deficit in LCMRGlc and the lobectomy FIG. 29 . Studies of patients with epilepsy demonstrating structural anatomy (x-ray CT) in the top row and glucose metabolism (FOG-PCT) in the bottom row. The image labeled "interictal-diffuse" demonstrates a normal x-ray CT (patient also had a normal arteriogram and pneumoencephalogram) but a broad region of hypometabolism involving the left frontal, temporal, and temporo-occipital cortex. The patient labeled "interictal-focal" has partial complex seizures. X-ray CT was normal, as were other structural radiological tests. PCT demonstrated marked asymmetry with metabolic depression of the entire right temporal lobe interictally. EEG findings corroborated this localization. This focal hypometabolism is typical of interictal studies. The "ictal focal" images were obtained from a patient with right focal motor seizures. The x-ray CT image demonstrates normal structure and air from a prior pneumoencephalogram, which was normal, as was arteriography. The PCT image was obtained during focal seizure activity (manifested behaviorally and on EEG) and demonstrates hypermetabolism focally in the area of the left motor strip. Interictally, this area demonstrated hypometabolism. The "ictal-diffuse" patient has left-sided hemiatrophy on x-ray CT. The ictal PCT study demonstrates diffuse left-sided hypermetabolism despite interictal hypometabolism of approximately 60% throughout the left hemisphere at this cross-sectional level (not shown). The "ictal-multifocal" images demonstrate normal anatomy on x-ray CT. Ictally on PCT imaging, multiple areas became hypermetabolic, including right frontal, cingulate and insular cortex, as well as the right thalamus and hippocampal reg ions. Such studies demonstrate that focal, diffuse, and multifocal or propagated ictal seizure activity are demonstrated by PCT. The best correlation with electrical and pathological evidence of seizures was obtained from interictal studies that exhibit focal hypometabolism. Reprinted with permission (Engel et aI., 1982a,c; Kuhl et aI., 1980a ). encompassed only the anterior 5 -6 cm of the temporal lobe , perhaps missing the lesion. These results demonstrate a 0% false negative rate and a 12% fal se positive rate (which can be accounted for by procedural difficulties), and a resultant speci ficity of 88% and a sensitivity of 100% .
The fo llowing generalizations can be made . First, fo cal areas of decreased metabolic activity seen in terictally correlate well with the sites of electrical abnormalities. The magnitude of the metabolic changes did not, however, correlate with the mag nitude of the electrical abnormalities (i.e., interictal spike fre quency) . Second, fo cal metabolic depres sions that correspond to electrical evidence of de pressed fu nction predict structural abnormalities seen pathologically. When confirmed pathologically, the lesions are typically smaller in size than the metabolic deficit. Third, peT provides an accu rate localization of fo ci, and EEG determines whether they are epileptogenic ; therefore the two techniques are complementary .
The fact that certain electrical fi ndings do not correlate with metabolic results is not surprising. As discussed by Engel et al . (1982a,b) , the electrical data rely heavily on temporal synchrony of abnor mal cellular events and respond differently to neuronal excitation, inhibition, and polarity. The EEG response is also altered by the spatial relation ships of the electrodes and the epileptogenic fo ci. Metabolic measurements, on the other hand, are nonspecific, representing the overall activity of large numbers of neurons over relatively long (min- utes rather than milliseconds) time periods . The PCT study provides good spatial localization and the measurement of sensitivity is, for the most part, independent of the foci location .
The interpretation of data using kinetic models for metabolic determinations requires further vali dation in situations pertaining to seizures where metabolic demands change rapidly (i.e., non steady-state conditions (Huang et aI ., 198 1c) and complex combinations of inhibition and excitation occur . Even with these complexities, PCT data on the pathophysiology of epilepsy should provide new insights into the mechanisms, natural history, and therapeutic interventions in human seizure disor ders .
Dementia
Because conventional neurological imaging tech niques have failed to provide specific insights into the mechanisms of the dementing process, PCT im aging has been looked upon with new hope in this realm . Studies in demented patients were among the initial clinical projects using PCT and preliminary results are available for a number of physiologic&l cerebral parameters . Most reports have concen trated on Alzheimer's disease but initial information
is also available for the dementia associated with Huntington's disease and multi-infarct states . The initial study utilized FDG to measure glucose me tabolism and was conducted by Alavi et ai . (1980) . This work examined eight young and four elderly age-matched normal controls, compared to six patients who were diagnosed as having senile de mentia by psychometric methods . The glucose meta bolic rates were maximally depressed in the de mented patients, 20-30% below the elderly con trols who had, in turn, 50% lower values than the young control group . The largest differences were reported for the frontal lobes .
Altered distributions of metabolic activity in de mentia patients have also been reported by Benson et ai . (1982a,b) . In studies of Alzheimer's patients diagnosed by clinical and neuropsychological test ing, metabolic activity in the frontal and parietal association cortex was depressed, while near normal values for LCMRGlc were found in the pri mary sensory, motor, and visual cortical regions (Fig . 30) . When compared to eight normals, the de ments were reported to have metabolic values well below normals of the same age. Some decrease in metabolic activity was also noted in subcortical structures (thalamus, striatum) but was less marked than the cortical changes . Huntington's disease, demonstrati ng the normal structural appearance of the caudate nucleus on x-ray CT but profound hypometabolism of cau date and putamen in the PCT image. C, Subject with late Huntington's disease, demonstrating both struc tural (cortical and subcortical at ro p hy) and functional abnormali ties of the caudate and putamen, bilaterally. Such studies demon strate that the functional (as mea sured by LCMRGlc) abnormalities of the basal ganglia in patients with ea rly Huntington's disease precede structural cell loss sufficient to produce changes in the x-ray CT. Reprinted with permission (Kuhl et aI., 1981 ).
Huntington's disease patients who demonstrated dementia have been studied by the same methods (Kuhl et al ., 1981 . While these patients con sistently demonstrated profound striatal hypo metabolism, they typically had preserved cortical metabolic rates (Fig. 31 ). An exception to this was the fr ontal cortex, which demonstrated modest depressions in LCMRGlc when compared to age matched controls.
Local blood flow, oxygen metabolism, and oxy gen extraction values have been reported by Frack owiak et al . (198 1a. b) for 13 Alzheimer and 9 multi-infarct dementia patients who were compared to 14 normal , age-matched controls and fo llowed longitudinally. A matched decrease in both CBF and CMR02 was fo und for both the gray and white matter. No change was noted in oxygen extraction. A correlation existed between the degree of demen tia and the magnitude of depression in global blood flow and oxygen metabolism. Patients with severe dementia demonstrated a 35-40% drop in both pa rameters (CBF = 31.1 ± 5.0 in patients versus 50. 1 ± 8.7 mVminJ IOO ml in normal subjects ; CMR02 = 135 ± 18 in patients versus 210 ± 29 /LmoVminJ IOO ml in controls) while patients with mild dementia had only a 20% decrease . There was no correlation between the type of dementia and magnitude of the change in flow or oxygen metabolism when ex pressed as an overall value. These results compare well with values obtained for hemispheric oxygen metabolism in dementia patients measured by non tomographic detection of l 50-labeled compounds by Grubb et al . (1977) .
It appears fr om these early studies that the de terioration in mentation of dementia patients is re flected accurately by PCT studies of blood flow and metabolism. Both the magnitude of change and the anatomical sites of altered fu nction are measurable by these noninvasive methods.
Intracranial Tumors
The initial PCT studies applied to the diagnosis of intracranial neoplasms utilized 68Ga-Iabeled EDT A to locate altered blood-brain barrier sites (Yama moto et al ., 1977 ; Phelps et al ., 1978b) . These images resulted in discrete and precise localization of such tumors and correlated closely with x-ray CT images in the same patients from scans performed fo llowing intravenous administration of iodinated contrast materials.
More recently, PCT studies have examined changes in LCBF or either oxygen or glucose me-
Three studies of a patient with a grade 3 astrocytoma of the right frontal region (intersection of horizontal and vertical lines), demonstrating CMR02, CMRGlc, and CBF. Below the images are histograms of these parameters plotted for the vertical and horizontal lines that intersect the tumor. Note that CBF appears similar and CMRGlc similar or elevated relative to normal cortex, while CMR02 is diminished within the tumor. This study demonstrates the capability of PCT to distinguish between aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis, and illustrates that this tumor is using the latter for energy metabolism. Study was performed with the ECAT II. White is the highest value on gray scale. tabolism both within brain tumors and in adjacent brain tissue (Di Chiro et aI., 1981a,b; Lammertsma et aI ., 1981b) . Images of LCBF and LCMR02 (Ack erman et aI ., 198 1c) obtained by utilizing oxygen-15 demonstrate a complex pattern of interrelation ships between these two parameters . In studies of glioma patients , LCBF may be increased, de creased, or both relative to LCMR02 in normal brain tissue. In a patient studied to determine both LCBF and LCMRGlc , areas of both hyperemia and ischemia overlapped a zone of increased LCMRGlc in a neoplastic lesion detected on x-ray CT imaging. In most cases, however, LCBF and LCMR02 were reduced in and immediately adjacent to tumor masses. Exceptions were noted , however, including one report (Lammertsma et aI ., 1981b) of a menin gioma that demonstrated normal oxygen metabo lism but marked elevations in CBF within the tumor mass. These parameters were normal in surround ing tissue. In patients studied to determine LCBF and both LCMR02 and LCMRGlc (MRC Cyclotron group, Hammersmith Hospital , London, personal com munication) , relative differences between anaerobic
and aerobic glycolysis could be determined within the tumor. In a study performed on a patient with a grade 3 astrocytoma, blood flow and glucose me tabolism values appeared similar to those of adj a cent cortex but dramatic reductions in oxygen me tabolism were noted in the lesion (Fig . 32) These results characterize this neoplastic lesion as having a high relative rate of anaerobic glycolysis.
The largest series of patients with specific brain tumor types has been reported by b, and personal communica tion) . This study consisted of 23 glioma patients in whom LCMRGlc was measured. Metabolic rates were correlated with the histologic grade of the glioma. The peak metabolic rate within the tumor was used for this correlation.
In 13 low-grade (1 and 2) tumors , the highest met abolic rate detected within the tumor mass was 23 ± 9 /J-mol/min/ 100 g. In all 10 patients with high-grade (3 and 4) neoplasms, peak metabolic rates averaged 46 ± 21 /J-mol/minl 100 g. The high-grade lesions all had identifiable hotspots in the images, whereas 12 of 13 of the low-grade tumors did not. The FDG PCT study demonstrated viable tumor earlier than x-ray CT in one case, and allowed for more com plete determination of the tumor extent in another. The correlation of tumor grade with metabolic rate parallels chemical evidence for increased hexo kinase activity in rapidly growing neoplasms studied in vitro (Weber, 1977) . This increased glucose utilization occurs despite the presence of sufficient oxygen and represents a shift away from oxidative metabolism. The same decrease in oxidative gly colosis was also noted above in studies where LCMR02 and LCMRGlc were measured (Ackerman et aI ., 1981c; Lammertsma et aI ., 1981b) .
Errors in determining absolute metabolic rates for pathological tissues can occur using model param eters fr om the normal state (Phelps et aI ., 1979b ; Hawkins et aI ., 1981 ). While such errors may limit the ab solute accuracy of these measurements, it seems unlikely that they will negate qualitative and quantitative fi ndings of such great magnitude. However, more detailed kinetic PCT and animal studies must be performed to provide better esti mates of average sets of rate constants and to vali date the accuracy of the method under specific pathological conditions.
As was noted for patients with fo cal ischemic ce rebral pathology, distant metabolic depressions were also seen in the population of the glioma pa tients reported by Di Chiro et ai . (198 1a, b) . Such depressions were noted in over half of the 23 cases reported. Examples included ipsilateral thalamic depression with cortical lesions and contralateral cerebellar depression with large unilateral supra tentorial lesions . These areas of decreased meta bolic activity did not correlate with tumor infil trates, tumor grade , or amount of edema, but were often associated with abnormal slowing in the EEG.
These initial studies demonstrate that PCT should help to define the natural history of cerebral neo plasms in terms of blood supply, type , and mag nitude of metabolic activity , and indicate that such studies may be the best nonsurgical way to predict tumor grade . Knowledge of blood flow and meta bolic characteristics as well as degree of aerobic versus anaerobic metabolism may aid in the selec tion of specific chemo-or radiotherapeutic inter vention.
Huntington's Disease
As noted above, studies have been performed in patients with Huntington' s disease. Using FDG to measure glucose metabolism, Kuhl et ai . (1981 Kuhl et ai . ( , 1982b ) studied 13 Huntington's patients ranging in age fr om 17 to 71 years . The duration of disease in these patients ranged from 1 to 15 years . PCT re sults were correlated with clinical findings, x-ray CT images, and data on metabolic activity from age-matched controls. Structurally, x-ray CT dem onstrated caudate atrophy that paralleled the dura tion of the disease. Patients with early disease had no x-ray CT abnormalities. However, all patients had profound caudate hypometabolism, even those with early clinical findings and little or no structure changes on x-ray CT (Fig. 31) . The severity of the dementia and choreoathetosis correlated with the duration of the clinical symptoms but not with mean cortical or global CMRGlc. The results demonstrate that metabolic dysfunction precedes x-ray CT indi cations of cell loss in Huntington's disease. This fact is evidenced by the metabolic -structural mis match fo und in these early clinical cases. Fifteen subjects at risk for Huntington's disease were also studied and the results suggest the possibility that the caudate may be hypometabolic in some asymptomatic subjects .
Miscellaneous Disorders
A study comparing the ability of PCT to detect subdural fluid collections has been reported by Erickson et ai . (1980) . They demonstrated that PCT imaging with 68Ga_ EDT A could detect chronic sub durals that had eluded identification using x-ray CT. Such findings predict a complementary role for the two methods, both in detecting as well as defining the exact location of subdural fluid collections.
Psychiatric disorders represent fu nctional cere bral abnormalities lacking consistent structural brain abnormalities and are , therefore , well-suited for study by PCT methods. Such studies require careful characterization of the patients in terms of the type of disorder (schizophrenic, affective, dis sociative), stage (chronic, new onset) , phase (hal lucinating, agitated, depressed, manic) , and medi cation influences on the disorder at the time of PCT imaging. All published studies to date have exam ined schizophrenic patients with either FDG (Far kas et aI ., 1980 (Far kas et aI ., , 1981 Buchsbaum, 1981) or llC glucose (Widen et aI ., 1981) .
Regional CBF (rCBF) studies of schizophrenics performed with xenon-133 by Ingvar and Franzen (1971) , demonstrated decreased rCBF in fr ontal zones that correlated with inactivity and catatonic symptoms, while hallucinatory symptomatology re-suIted in patterns of high CBF in sensory (tem poral, parietal, occipital) cortical zones. Initial PCT studies by Farkas et al . (1980, 198 1) in schizophrenic patients prior to medication trials demonstrated reduced frontal cortical metabolism (60% of normal values), which increased (75% of normal) following drug therapy. Decreased frontal-to-temporal cortical ratios (0.9 in patients, n = 9, versus 1.23 in controls, n = 2; p < 0.05) were also reported by Widen et al. (1981) using llC labeled glucose as an index of glucose utilization. Buchsbaum et al . (198 1) reported a study of eight medication-free schizophrenic patients examined with FDG and PCT. The patients demonstrated decreased frontal-to-posterior cortical ratios (1.06 ± 0.04) of fluorine-18 activity when compared to six age-matched normals (1.12 ± 0.05, p < 0.05) . The analyses were performed by segmenting the cross sections into eight equal-sized regions.
These initial findings demonstrate the fe asibility of using PCT to study psychiatric disorders. Care fully controlled projects where absolute values of flow or metabolism are obtained will be necessary precisely define what cerebral derangements occur in this heterogeneous group of disease entities. The effects of drug manipulations on the pattern and magnitude of metabolic rate or blood flow will be valuable additions to such studies, as will the future use of radiolabeled receptor ligands .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Although the importance of the tomographic de lineation of overlapping structures with PCT is most often highlighted, the noninvasive , quantitative measurement of local tissue radioactivity concen trations in man is its most important capability and provides a new means of applying the principles of tracer kinetics. While there are obvious restrictions in the tracer approach, primarily due to limitations in interpreting the fate of a tracer in complex biological systems, there are also definite advan tages. Tracer techniques with the positron-emitting radionuclides can be employed to fo rm tagged com pounds that behave chemically or biochemically in the same manner as the natural compound being traced or, in the case of analogs (i.e., deoxyglucose and methylglucose) , that behave in a predictable and consistent manner when compared to the natu ral compound. The mass of the labeled compound can be very small. For example , it is possible to inject amounts on the order of 1 mg to less than 10-6
g, which can result in local organ tissue concentra tions of less than picomolar values and still have acceptable signal-to-noise ratios fo r tomographic imaging. Kinetic studies also allow the examination of the rate of transport, metabolism, synthesis, blood flow, precursor pool turnover rates, volumes of distribution, compartmentalization, concentra tion gradients between compartments, and other important properties of the brain.
However , tracer kinetic measurements cannot provide in vivo chemical assays per se. The fo unda tion of a tracer kinetic measurement is a model that describes the process under study and also the be havior of the tracer within this process. If the model is correct, then the tracer study can provide esti mates of the steady-state chemical concentrations and turnover rates of reactants and products in the measured process.
At present, PCT techniques have been developed for the measurement of local (1) cerebral blood flo J , (2) cerebral blood volume, (3) cerebral meta bolic rate for glucose and oxygen, (4) selective blood -brain barrier and cell membrane transport for glucose, and (5) passive blood-brain barrier diffusion as shown in this review. Early work has also been performed in the area of labeled ligands for the study of receptors in the brain. For example, Comar et al . (1976 Comar et al . ( , 1981 Comar et al . ( , 1982 and Maziere et al . (198 1) have used carbon-II to label etorphine for the opiate receptors , pimozide for dopamine receptors , and flunitrazepam fo r the benzodiazepine recep tors . All three of these ligands were obtained in high yields: 20-100 mCi with specific activities of 300-900 Cilmmol at time of injection. Preliminary studies in baboons (Comar et aI ., 1979 (Comar et aI ., , 1982 have shown encouraging results. For example , Fig. 33 shows the results of fo ur experiments in baboons using llC-flunitrazepam , in which serial PCT imag ing was used to study the kinetics of this ligand. This normal and expected response illustrates the blood flow-and membrane permeability-dependent uptake in brain with subsequent clearance from nonspecific sites and retention in specific ben zodiazepine receptor sites. The latter is supported by the clearance of tracer from these sites by dis placement with large doses of lorazepam (which binds to and displaces flunitrazepam from ben zodiazepine receptors) given 30 min after injection of llC-flunitrazepam (Fig. 33) .
Initial results on the synthesis of 1 8F-Iabeled haloperidal (TewsQn et aI ., 1980) and spiroperidol (Ku and Barrio, 1981) have also been reported, but the radiochemical yields were very low (Wolf and Fowler, 1979) . Spiroperidol has also been labeled with carbon-ll (Wolf and Fowler, 1979) , but more work is clearly required before the fe asibility of these compounds can be evaluated and appropriate tracer kinetic models developed. Inert lipophilic agents are also being investigated as tracers to tomographically image the distribution of myelin in the brain. For example, Frey et al . (198 1) have recently investigated iodobenzene , fluorobenzene , diphenylhydantoin, and a number of other compounds. The initial results of these inves tigations using iodobenzene showed high white-to gray-matter concentration ratios in rabbits studied autoradiographically and in monkeys studied tomo graphically . More work in this area will establish a better basis for this technique and will define the feas ibility of characterizing demyelinating pro cesses in the human subject with tomographic tech niques.
The protein synthesis method being developed by Smith et al. (1980) for autoradiography is already being adapted to PCT by Phelps and co-workers . Bustany et al. (1981) are deVeloping a protein syn thesis method using llC-labeled methionine. These methods will further add to existing techniques by providing an approach for the noninvasive assessment of local degeneration, regeneration, and reor ganization in brain after injury , or during develop ment and other fu nctions requiring protein synthe sis . This technique may be useful for investigating the potential involvement of protein synthesis in memory fu nction.
The clinical studies presented in this article are meant to provide some perspective for the initial applications of PCT rather than to be all-inclusive. They are also intended to illustrate both the fe asibil ity and importance of examining specific physio logical and biochemical functions in the human brain. The studies of normal , sensory-deprived, and sensory-stimulated subjects clearly demonstrate this point. At this time, such studies have been mostly directed at demonstrating expected results and providing a more objective basis for confirming in man what has been shown in animals and in pa tients with selective ablations fr om lesions. Such investigations are also a necessary prelude to studies in patients because they establish reason able confidence limits on the accuracy of the tech niques, define the degree to which the techniques can delineate the anatomical organization and fu nc tional capacity of such a complex, multi structured system as the brain, and they delineate the limits of normal fu nction. These investigations also provide the basis and some direction for the potential use of this technology in improving our understanding of the fu nctional and biochemical basis of psychiatric disorders.
Although there are numerous particular findings in the studies of patients with stroke , epilepsy, Huntington's disease, aphasia, dementia, neoplastic lesions, and schizophrenia, there is clearly a com mon pattern in that the fu nctional deficit seen with PCT has been much more widespread than that in dicated by the more anatomical radiologic tech niques of x-ray CT, arteriography, and pneumoen cephalography. Also, it has generally been the case that abnormal fu nctional changes have been seen before or without a corresponding appearance of a lesion using conventional and CT radiographic techniques. For example , in the epilepsy program at UCLA involving partial epilepsy patients who are candidates for surgical resection, x-ray CT correctly identifies the epileptogenic fo cus in only about 8% of patients. This compares to an accuracy of de tecting abnormalities that correlate with pathology by PCT/FDG studies during the interictal state , which approaches 100% . This has resulted in the integration of the PCT/FDG study into the clinical work-up of these specific epilepsy patients at UCLA since June 1979 (Engel et aI ., 1982a,b) . At pres ent, the PCT/FDG method is considered to provide an accurate localization of the fo cus, with EEG criteria required to establish whether the lesion is epileptogenic. It is hoped that in the future PCT will also provide a better understanding of the mecha nisms involved in human epilepsy.
The studies in Huntington's disease have not only shown 100% detection in patients with duration of disease ranging fr om 1 to 15 years , but also dys fu nction (i.e., hypometabolism) of the basal ganglia in patients with early disease before structural changes are noted by x-ray CT. Studies of subjects at risk also suggest the possibility that the dysfunc tion (hypometabolism) of the caudate may be occur ring prior to symptoms.
Studies in stroke patients at Massachusetts Gen eral Hospital , Hammersmith Hospital , Service Hospitalier Frederic Joliot, Orsay , and UCLA are providing pathophysiologic mechanisms for clas sifying patients with cerebrovascular disease. Such an approach could permit individually tailored ther apy while providing data on physiological mecha nisms of ischemia and stroke, rather than merely recording the outcome (i.e., structural lesions on x-ray CT, autopsy, or clinical followup) . These studies also allow one to monitor and evaluate the consequences of both medical and surgical inter ventions.
In the area of neoplastic lesions, PCT/FDG studies performed at the National Institutes of Health suggest a close correlation between the his tologic grade of the lesion and its glucose meta bolic rate . The studies of LCBF, LCMR02 and LCMRGlc in the neoplastic lesion by the Ham mersmith Hospital group illustrate the possibilities of predicting and evaluating the response of lesions to therapy by knowledge of their blood flow and anaerobic versus aerobic metabolism.
There is a clear need to explore ways of re ducing the accelerator technology and to combine this with the automated and semiautomated synthe sis techniques being developed in laboratories throughout the world. If an accelerator-based generator can be achieved, the more widespread distribution of these new methods will become fe asible .
PCT is in its early stages of development and many of the studies presented in this article have been carried out to examine fe asibility and to pro vide a fu ndamental basis for further studies. Most of the clinical studies have been performed in order to characterize fu nctional changes as perceived using PCT. In the fu ture , more specific questions should be asked and studies directed toward some of the underlying mechanisms involved in both cerebral fu nction and dysfunction. This should be aided by improvements in tomographic spatial resolution (Fig. 34) (Phelps et aI ., 1982) , development of meth ods for application of the abundant biologically ac tive compounds and drugs that have been synthe sized with oxygen-IS, nitrogen-13, carbon-ll, and fluorine-18 (Welch and Tewson, 1979; Wolf and Fowler, 1979; Wolf, 1981) and other radionuclides, synthesis of new compounds, and the fu rther translation of biochemical assay techniques devel oped in the neurosciences to PCT. The latter is sup ported by the common aspects of the types of FIG. 34 . Reconstructed images of a cross section of the human brain showing the effect of PCT resolution. A stained brain slice was digitized, gray and white matter structures given relative concentration values in a ratio of 4 to 1 (shown as original at top), projection profiles generated at multiple angles to simulate PCT data, and images reconstructed at different PCT spatial resolutions (values shown below each image). Most actual images shown in this review would cor respond to approxi mately 16-mm resolutions except for those from the NeuroECAT, which are approximately 9-mm. Systems are now being designed that will equal the 5-mm example (Phelps et aI., 1982) . Reprinted with permission (Mazziotta et aI., 1981a) . labeled compounds and tracer kinetic models that are used, as well as the capacity for basic bio-and neurochemical studies provided by PCT. This has already resulted in the adaptation to PCT of CBF, LCMRGlc, and protein synthesis techniques origi nally developed for quantitative autoradiographic studies. The development of autoradiographic ap proaches for the assay of receptor distributions is also providing support for the development of the PCT analogs . The positron tracers of nitrogen-13 and oxygen-I5 have, and will continue to provide , a unique study capability with PCT. 
